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t was not without its challenges! Due to
illness and other reasons, certain key people
had to withdraw at the last minute but the
team, as ever, pulled together brilliantly. We
have been overwhelmed by the wonderful,
very generous messages from so many of those
who were able to join us at Shelsley Walsh for
E-type 60. Our one sadness was that overseas
members could not join us. We missed you
dreadfully.
The key word is ‘support’. We had the
most amazing support from so many people and companies. Our main
sponsors, SNG Barratt and Twyford Moors, were crucial. Thanks also to Welsh
Enterprises for their support.
For many, the star cars made it all extra special and here we were
supported fabulously by CKL Developments, Eagle, Twyford Moors, Classic
Autos, Lord Vestey, Shaun Lynn, John Burton, Martin Halusa, Christian Jenny,
the Jaguar Heritage Trust and Clive Beecham, who provided his fabulous
long-nose D-type.
This stunning example was driven with great gusto up the hill a number of
times by racers David Franklin and Flavien Marçais – great to see Flav behind
the wheel again. Together with several other key cars, including the Finburgh
family C-type, we all raised over £2,000 for our charities – Hope for Tomorrow
and The Midland Air Ambulance.
Julie and I would like to thank the team led so expertly by Louise, for
making this event happen during such a turbulent time. The event has been
very much ‘stop-start’ during the two years of planning and has kept us all on
our toes during that time. Together with much-needed volunteers, the team
of Annelise, Abi, Luke, Wayne, Shannon, Sarah, Erika, Martin, Sue, Rebecca,
Nigel, Dom, Tania and Site Manager Cliff worked so hard, as usual.
That Rob Schulp did a fantastic job is illustrated by other, far more major
events that are struggling to get exhibitors. We had no shortage and it was
great to have the support of our many friends in the trade.
I am running out of space and have probably forgotten/omitted to mention
other key supporters. If so, I apologise.
Final thanks must go, of course, to all those who attended. Whether you
did or not, do watch the superb videos made by Berlinetta Films.
It was all amazing – well done everyone. Between us, we pulled it off.

rob@flyingspace.co.uk
sue@flyingspace.co.uk
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Up Front
Club News
Louise Gibbs

A

few weeks on from E-type 60 at Shelsley
Walsh and we have enjoyed receiving
many lovely messages from visitors and
exhibitors. All feedback is most welcome
and is taken into account when we plan
future events. Thank you all for joining us last month
– a special mention to representatives of the JDC and
JEC who joined us for the weekend. We haven’t yet
started planning E70, but watch this space…
However, what is being planned is the 2022 Club
Weekend. We have the date – 11-12 June – but we’re
not quite there yet with a venue. The Geneva Run,
postponed from 2020, will run straight after Club Weekend. The tour will recreate part of the route that
Bob Berry took when he drove 9600 HP to the launch of our favourite car in March 1961. You will take
part in the Concours d’Elegance Suisse, enjoy excellent hospitality and some super driving routes in The
Alps – all fully hosted by Jamie Robinson of Classic Grand Touring.
We have also moved the proposed tour to Croatia next year from May to September so we can
accommodate a Monte Carlo tour to France, which will incorporate Monaco Historique. Both of these
exciting tours will be hosted by our European tour partners, Classics on the Road.
Will you be joining us at Silverstone Classic at the end of July? It is always an action-packed three
days, and we will have our usual E-type Club infield parking area. We’re also looking forward to the
Concours of Elegance at Hampton Court Palace – many thanks to club member Steve Beeson, who is (yet
again!) kindly coordinating club entries. Steve is on stevebeeson@gmail.com.
Do take a look at the event pages in this edition for an up-to-date list of tours and events.

Featured Event

Es in the News
V12 E-type
Reimagined
launched

A

brand-new design by renowned engineer Neville Swales of Building the Legend Limited made
its public debut at the London Concours on 8-10 June. The first example of this spectacular
V12-powered Jaguar E-type homage – chassis number one – was then presented to its new
owner at the E-type 60 celebrations at Shelsley Walsh on Saturday 12 June.
From small beginnings in his workshops in Coventry, Neville Swales creates meticulously
engineered and beautiful sports cars. His first were inspired by Jaguar’s 1966 XJ13 prototype, assisted
by surviving members of the original team who created the car, which was originally designed to take
on Ford and Ferrari at Le Mans. The single original example built by Jaguar was destined to never turn a
wheel in anger. Neville’s recreation was a finalist in the 2016 International Historic Motoring Awards.

Supplier Spotlight

E-centric

David Manners

Goodwood Revival timetable announced

Picos de Europa

• Mountain range in northern Spain
• Superb routes and charming hotels
• Ferry to Santander and deport from Bilbao
Enjoy this six-night tour in this scenic part of rural Spain,
populated with high mountain passes, deep gorges,
excellent gastronomy. Hosted by the experienced
Classics on the Road team. Simply the best destination
for great driving! info@classicsontheroad.com

Events Calendar
Club-organised events in bold

2021

17-18 July
30 July-1 August
16-22 August
24 August
1-5 September
3-5 September
7-15 September
12-16 September
17-19 September
25-26 September
16-17 October

1-14 September 2021
Organised by Classics on the Road

David Manners Group is offering the following
range of discounts and benefits to E-type
Club members: trade discount on all parts;
‘early bird’ clearance offers; exclusive digital
newsletters and special shipping offers. To
register and sign up for these, email marketing
@davidmanners.co.uk and include the club’s
name, your membership number, postcode,
and DMG customer number and renewal/
expiry date if you have them.
Visit the David Manners website at www.
davidmanners.co.uk to download parts
catalogues and telephone 0121 544 4040 with
any queries.

2022
Organisers have announced the timetable for 2021’s Goodwood Revival on
17-19 September. The Stirling Moss Memorial Trophy will take place on Friday.
Formerly the Kinrara Trophy, it was renamed in honour of ‘Mr Goodwood’
following his death in 2020. This race will feature a grid of E-types and Ferrari
250 Short Wheelbases doing battle with the likes of Aston Martin DB4GTs,
AC Cobras and early-1960s GT racers.
Possibly the most glamorous race of the weekend, the Sussex Trophy will
take place on Saturday afternoon for World Championship sports cars and
production sports-racing cars of the late 1950s. The race is a reminder of
the early Tourist Trophy competitions at Goodwood, when Jaguar D-types,
Listers, Ferraris and Coopers would do battle.
The Royal Automobile Club TT Celebration takes place on Sunday
afternoon and has become one of the most prestigious in all of historic
motorsport, with a grid of the finest closed-cockpit GT cars going head-tohead for top honours. See goodwood.com/motorsport

This latest car is
powered by his own
unique interpretation
of Jaguar’s legendary
quad-cam V12 ‘XJ13’
engine – the tera® V12
– which is capable of
running on the new
generation of carbonneutral ‘green’ fuels,
and available in 6.1-litre
(372 cu in) or 6.8-litre
(415 cu in) form.
Only 24 cars will
be built, each one a
unique rebody and
reinterpretation of
Jaguar’s Series III V12
E-type in FHC, roadster
or ‘low drag’ race-car
form. Six cars will be
delivered each year
over the next four
years, built to the
owner’s specification.

19-23 April
24-29 April
7-16 May
15-19 May
11-12 June
13-24 June
12-16 June
4-15 Sept

2023

7-23 May

2024

7-25 April

Classic Nostalgia, Shelsley Walsh
Silverstone Classic
Portmeirion and Mid Wales Tour
CKL Developments Track Day
Peak District Tour
Concours of Elegance
Picos de Europa
Scottish Highlands Tour
Goodwood Revival
Spring into Autumn Weekend
Goodwood Members’ Meeting
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
France Tour including
Monaco Historique
Yorkshire Tour
E-type Club Weekend
The Geneva Run
Pembrokeshire Tour
Croatia Tour
Scottish Islands and Highlands Rally
Mycenaean-Minoan Rally

E-type 60 celebrations

E-type 60 celebrations
James Page rounds up all of the action from the spectacular
anniversary party at Shelsley Walsh

F

rom the trio of Geneva 1961 E-types and
famous faces in the Theatre to action on
the hillclimb and car parks full of Series
1s, 2s and IIIs, there was no shortage of
highlights at E-type 60. The event was
even held under blazing sunshine, and Shelsley
Walsh couldn’t have looked better. The historic
venue helped to give the weekend a unique and
unforgettable atmosphere.
The appearance of all three of the cars that
were used for the E-type’s launch at the 1961
Geneva Motor Show was a real thrill. It’s thought
to be the first time they’ve been together since
that famous occasion, and they took pride of
place next to each other in the paddock, led
by 9600 HP. The late Bob Berry was told to get
it to Geneva in time for the official unveiling in
March 1961. After driving flat-out across France,
he made it to the Parc des Eaux-Vives with 20
minutes to spare and was greeted by an agitated
Sir William Lyons, who said, “Good God, Berry – I
didn’t think you were going to get here.”
Next to it in the Shelsley paddock was the
E-type that was actually inside the restaurant
at the Parc des Eaux-Vives that day, ready to be

• Top: a historic moment – all three of the E-types from
the 1961 Geneva launch together, 60 years later
• Above: hillclimb regular Rob Spedding prepares for
another run up Shelsley Walsh

• Above: fabulous line-up of Series 1s in the show field.
All varieties of E-type were on display
• Right: Philip Porter about to open the hill on the
Saturday morning aboard 9600 HP
presented to the assembled media before they
went outside to see 9600 HP. Chassis number
885005 was restored in the early 2000s by
specialist Georg Dönni, and is rarely seen in the
UK. In 1961, it went from the press launch to the
Geneva Motor Show itself, where it was displayed
on the Jaguar stand.
Completing the trio was 77 RW, the first
production Roadster built and the second
press car. Such was the reaction to the other
two E-types in Geneva that Norman Dewis
was ordered to drop everything and drive it
over there, where it gave demonstration runs
alongside 9600 HP. It was joined at Shelsley
Walsh by another car now owned by the Jaguar
Daimler Heritage Trust – the very last production
E-type ever made.
Philip Porter ceremonially opened the
1,000-yard hillclimb on both days aboard 9600
HP, and was followed by a superb selection
of cars. Marque specialist Chris Keith-Lucas
enthusiastically demonstrated both a short-nose
D-type (XKD560) and the unique E2A prototype,
which was raced for Briggs Cunningham at Le
Mans in 1960 by Dan Gurney and Walt Hansgen.
Also taking to the hill were the ex-Denis
Jenkinson Series 1 4.2 FHC (1E 30732), while
Twyford Moors brought along the XK 120 FHC
with which Stirling Moss used to tow a caravan

E-type 60 celebrations

E-type 60 celebrations
• Left, from top: time for
a break and a picnic; Steve
Washbrook comes through
Crossing in his Series 2;
Alan and Grahame Bull
were both quick in their
shared Series 1
• Right: E-types, Mini and
even the mafia recreated
The Italian Job
• Below: the brutal Ford
Galaxie-powered Egal was
brought to Shelsley by CKL
Developments. Shame this
photo doesn’t come with
sound – the car was idling
when it was taken…

around Europe while travelling to races in the
early 1950s. The arrangement came to an abrupt
end when the caravan broke free at speed and
destroyed itself! A blue plaque in honour of Moss
was unveiled in the Shelsley Walsh courtyard
before the event by Philip Porter and Motor Sport
editor Joe Dunn.
Martin Bolsover and David Franklin – who
boast four British Hillclimb Championships
between them – took to the hill. Bolsover was
champion for three years in a row between
1982 and 1984, and seemed to be revelling in
his return to Shelsley in his Series 1 FHC, while
1978 champion Franklin looked as quick as
ever aboard his Ferrari 550 Maranello. Other
impressive non-Jaguar runs came from Richard
George in his glorious Chevron B19, and Graham
Gonzalez, who stood out among the Mini drivers.
The event was celebrating the Alec Issigonis
design as part of a wider Swinging Sixties theme.
Along with Flavien MarÇais, Franklin also
took the wheel of Clive Beecham’s ex-Ecurie
Ecosse long-nose D-type (XKD603), which gave
passenger rides throughout the weekend in
return for a charity donation. Even with tall
gearing not suited to the confines of Shelsley
Walsh, it sounded glorious as its straight-six
reverberated around the Teme Valley.
There were two famous Lightweight E-types
in the paddock. The ex-John Coombs example –
4 WPD (850006), which was developed from an
early Roadster into the first of the Lightweights
– was displayed alongside 49 FXN (850663), the
car that was modified into low-drag form for the
1964 season by owner-drivers Peter Lumsden and
Peter Sargent, with young engineer Sami Klat.

They were joined by ECD 400, the Equipe Endeavour Roadster
in which Graham Hill took victory at Oulton Park in April 1961,
on the E-type’s maiden race outing.
In the show field slightly further up the hill was a
celebration of The Italian Job, with two E-types – one of which
was 848 CRY, the actual red Roadster used in the film. In an
earlier life with Robin Sturgess, and wearing the registration
2 BBC, this was the first E-type to compete at Shelsley Walsh.
Alongside it in the film tribute was a trio of Minis and even a
Bedford VAL coach. They all starred in an entertaining ‘heist’ in
which they buzzed around the paddock and up the hill, waving

‘gold bars’ out of the window and being chased by a hapless
Alfa Romeo police car, with ‘mafia henchmen’ looking on.
There were a number of famous faces at Shelsley Walsh,
many of whom were interviewed in the Theatre. Broadcaster
Mark Cole spoke to racers Richard Attwood, Peter Sutcliffe and
John Fitzpatrick about their competition careers, with Peter
recalling his adventures in his Lightweight E-type – including
victory in the 1964 Grand Prix de Paris at Montlhéry.
‘It was a lovely car to drive,’ he said, ‘and [Jaguar]
maintained it and upgraded it, and made it as competitive as it
could be. It was very stable on the banking at Montlhéry – I got

E-type 60 celebrations
FIND YO UR JAGUAR PAR T AT WW W. S NGBARRAT T. CO M

Search parts

BEAUTIFUL PARTS

FOR BEAUTIFUL CARS
SNG BARRATT IS TRUS TED AND VALUED BY JAGUAR OWNERS
ALL OVER THE WORLD, MANUFACTURING THOUSANDS OF PAR T S
THAT ARE NO LONGER AVAIL ABLE AND SAFEGUARDING THE
FUTURE OF MANY HIS TORICALLY IMPOR TANT VEHICLES.

+44 (0)1746 765 432 | sales.uk@sngbarratt.com

www.sngbarratt.com |

• Clockwise, from above: Philip Porter was delighted to receive this
generous gift from Glen Barker – note the year; a true work of art; former
racer John Fitzpatrick in the Theatre; Simon Johnson’s scale E on the GB
Classic Trim stand; Minis starred in hugely entertaining lunchtime ‘heist’
up quite near the top and it was very exciting. It was a good
win. The French put on a very good show for us after that. I’d
been there before with my Frazer Nash, but in a much faster
car the circuit seemed a lot shorter and tighter!’
Philip Porter asked Paddy Hopkirk about his Mini
experiences, and also spoke to Mary Sayer – daughter of
Jaguar aerodynamicist Malcolm, whose famous design had
brought everyone to Shelsley in the first place.
The event formed the Club Weekend for our sister XK Club,
and XKs from 120 OTS to 150 FHC took to the hillclimb, with
Arthur Gilmour (XK 120) and David Roberts (XK 140) looking
particularly swift. Likewise Paul Silver in his XK 150, which
sounded beautifully crisp going up the hill.
It was a great shame that COVID restrictions prevented
our overseas friends from joining us, but we need to say a
huge ‘thank you’ to our E-type Club Representatives who
organised convoys to the event and who came along to the
club stand so that everyone could meet and swap ideas.
We are also incredibly grateful for the support we received

E-type 60 celebrations
• Right: Julian Barratt
was on fine form in the SNG
Barratt semi-Lightweight,
here blasting off the line
• Below: live music kept
everyone entertained in
the Courtyard, and the
working water mill in the
background was open for
visitors to explore

CLASSIC
JAGUAR
SPECIALISTS

JAGUAR E-TYPE 1961 SERIES 1 OTS
⁄⁄ £450,000
This early ‘Flat Floor’, ‘Outside Bonnet Lock’ E-Type OTS was
the 52nd car built. Being an exceedingly rare original UK,
RHD example it is one of only 91 such cars built. It features
in the famous photo of the first 60 E-Types lined up outside
Browns Lane in July 1961.
It is matching numbers and underwent a full nut and bolt
restoration in 1994. At this time, the colour was changed
from Opalescent Gunmetal to Opalescent Silver. Since
restoration, the car has covered just over 14,000 miles and
has been impeccably maintained by marque specialists
throughout. The car even retains its rare original tool roll.

Twyford Moors, The XK Workshop, 33 South Lane, Clanfield, Hants PO8 0RB

02 3 92 57 0 9 0 0

⁄⁄

www.ja gxk .com

⁄⁄

twyfordmoors@ja gxk .co m

from our event sponsors – SNG Barratt and Twyford Moors. They were in the
thick of the action, too – Julian Barratt put in some quick runs in his E-type,
and Nik Rochez from Twyford Moors was on fine form in a D-type replica.
Then there were our event partners Motor Sport and Welsh Enterprises,
charity partners Hope for Tomorrow and Midlands Air Ambulance, and
filming partner Berlinetta Films – run by club member Josh Goode. They
had their work cut out to capture all the action on the hillclimb and in
the paddock, the Italian Job caper, and the hundreds of E-types. The end
result is that we now have a film that captures E-type 60 in all its glory, plus
short films of E2A, the three Geneva cars, and HDU 555N – the last Series III
E-type. You can watch them on our YouTube channel or via the website.
The support from across the industry was amazing. CKL Developments
brought the ex-David Hobbs XK 140 and the raucous 7-litre Egal. Eagle’s

line-up included its Lightweight GT and the
E-type in which Henry Pearman won the 1989
Pirelli Classic Marathon, while Aubrey Finburgh’s
Classic Autos brought along C-type XKC043.
The Classic Motor Hub had XKD526 as part of
its display, while Pendine was looking after the
Geneva Motor Show E-type (885005) during its
stay in the UK.
After a difficult 2020 for everyone, it was great
to get out there again, and the atmosphere over
the entire weekend was superb, with live music
in the courtyard and a real buzz around the site.
Here’s to the next 60 years!

Reflections on a great weekend…
Congratulations on staging a terrific event. I found
it really heartening to see a crowd of smiling faces,
glorious sunshine and a seemingly never-ending
field of E-types. Also, what a treat to be able to
put 77 RW with her ‘Geneva Sisters’ at such a
wonderful venue and occasion. We all had a great
weekend – many thanks for inviting us along.
Matthew Davis, Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust
I just wanted to thank all of the team for a
truly wonderful weekend. Perfect weather, an
astonishing array of cars – most of which you’d
struggle to see once in a lifetime, let alone side by
side in the paddock nestled together – a relaxed
atmosphere, a great selection of trade stands,
hundreds of E-types and some brilliant hill action.
One couldn’t have asked for anything more!
Thank you too for organising the reps’ meeting.
It was very enjoyable meeting so many likeminded and enthusiastic members, both from the
E and XK community, and I hope we can do more
together in the future.
A wonderful weekend which will long live in my
memory. Thank you.
James Bilderbeck

It was also such a pleasure to give high-speed rides in Stirling’s E-type to your
generous and lovely charity donors (plus a super lady marshal!). Thank you.
Richard McCann

It doesn’t have to be
9600 HP
to be the star of the show

You certainly know how to put on a party! I would suggest you do similar
every year but I suspect I’d hear the screams of disapproval from here!
The venue, the weather, but most importantly the people made this event
super-special. To be able to get up close and personal with the cars and their
drivers is something I hope we never take for granted.
Both Monty and Isla are still raving about the day. Monty was given an E60
sticker at the marshal’s office, which is now duly stuck to his window in our
family car. That, in a nutshell, is what it’s all about, in my opinion. Memories
firmly established into the minds of a five- and seven-year old, which I think is
so crucial to the longevity of these wonderful creations/occasions.
Tom Lawrie-Fussey

Lorem ipsum

Below: due to COVID restrictions, Art Foley had to channel his Jedi powers to
drive the Shelsley Walsh hillclimb from an undisclosed planet in a galaxy far,
far away…

Owners

We make exceptional films of
your car

Collectors

Thank you to all of you for putting together a
fabulous weekend, from all of us in the Lancashire
and Cumbria Regions of the E-type and XK Clubs.
I have had very positive feedback from the
members who attended and we look forward to
similar national events in the future. Keep up the
good work, it’s really appreciated.
Nigel Walker

We make legacy films of your
important automobiles

Trade

Our films help you sell vehicles
and showcase services

I thought the event was a wonderful tribute and
celebration of the iconic car. I was really pleased
to be able to express a personal design tribute,
particularly to Mary and the Sayer family. My
thanks for your hospitality and a great weekend.
Keith Helfet
A fantastic weekend. So much to do and enjoy. I
met so many old friends. Of course the weather
helped but everyone was so pleased to be out.
This all comes after much work and attention to
detail. I do hope you can stop for a Pimm’s!
Patrick Hanratty
The very best weekend – I do not know how you
can better that. The atmosphere was so relaxed
and so well organised. Well done to the team.
Go put your feet up for a couple of days…
The Finburgh equipe
I’ve been fortunate to compete/demonstrate at
historic events around the world for many decades
but seldom has one given me so much pleasure
as yours. From start to finish, the breath-taking
professionalism I witnessed everywhere showed
that when a team is truly excellent, it’s possible to
run an event with perfect efficiency while being so
friendly, cheerful and almost making it look easy!

Bespoke automotive film production

+44 7710782885

www.berlinettafilms.com
josh@berlinettafilms.com

E60 in the Great Southern Land
• Right: the cars convoy
through The Chase
• Below: Series 1s leaving
the Paddock
• Below right: some
owners were sporting
suitable E60 clothing
• Bottom: lining up at
Abercrombie House

E60 in the Great Southern Land
Before UK enthusiasts gathered at Shelsley, there were
celebrations Down Under, as Bob Alexander reports

T

o commemorate and celebrate the 60th
anniversary of the E-type (E60) and the
50th of the Series III, the Jaguar Drivers
Club of Australia organised a weekend
run to Bathurst in the Central West of
New South Wales. The ‘Diamond’ weekend was
held on 24-25 April 2021.
Central to the Diamond weekend was a
photoshoot on Mt Panorama. The location was
the picturesque property of JDCA members
inside motor racing’s famous Mt Panorama track.
The ‘E-type Paddock’ was located alongside
Mountain Straight, just before Griffin’s Bend/
Corner at the top of the straight.
This setting was perfect for all the E-types
that came from many directions, some from
interstate. We had 60 E-types on the run. On
Saturday 24 April, they drove up Mountain
Straight and assembled on the E-type Paddock
for the photoshoot. The arrival and assembly
was a sight to behold, in perfect weather with
spectacular autumn colours.
At the conclusion of the photoshoot, the
E-types filed out and proceeded around the track
for a slow pass through the Chase at the bottom
of Conrod Straight.
We had 164 participants, most of whom stayed

• Top: a drone view of the line-up in the E-type paddock
• Above: visiting the Parkes radio station. The film about
its role in the 1969 moon landing is highly recommended!

in Rydges Hotel at the end of Conrod Straight on
Saturday night. It was great to have members
with E-types from five other clubs join us and
make history together.
Sunday was ANZAC Day and many of the
participants took up the invitation to ‘Light
Up the Dawn’ with torches and mobile phones
on their balconies at 6:00am. The silence was
broken by Last Post and later Reveille the over
our radios. A piper could be heard somewhere
out there on the cool, one-degree Celsius, misty
morning. Later there was a visit to the historic
baronial Scottish mansion Abercrombie House
on the edge of Bathurst for a talk about the house
by its live-in owner, walk through the house and
the grounds, and Devonshire tea served on the
veranda. High tea later in the afternoon was
enjoyed by some, accompanied by two harps in
the dining room – delightful!
Participants used the event in the Central West
to extend their journey to other destinations.
Some went to the famous radio telescope at
Parkes, ‘The Dish’, because it also celebrates its
60th anniversary in October 2021.
The weekend was a great success. The historic
E60 photoshoot and the enjoyable drive made it
a memorable weekend.

What I did during lockdown

What I did during lockdown
David Mason explains how he turned a non-running auction
purchase into his dream E-type

T

he story starts at the Buxton Pavilion, a
magnificent setting with its huge glass
domed ceiling flooding light onto the
cars and crowd below. It was the day
of the H&H Classic and Collector Car
Auction on 27 November 2019. I had been there a
year earlier and enjoyed inspecting the cars and
experiencing the excitement of the auction. This
year my circumstances were slightly different
– I had recently retired and was on the lookout
for a retirement project. Nothing specific but
something that needed restoring and a car that I
could keep and enjoy. Little did I know that COVID
was on its way from China and I would have more
time to work on my project than I expected.
Being born in 1950, the E-type was the
dream car of my teenage years. However, on an
apprentice’s wages I could never afford one. By
the time I could, I had a wife and three children
and different financial priorities. At the previous
year’s auction, I had witnessed a bidding war on
a Series 1 OTS that cost the new owner £136,000
plus the buyer’s premium. That was a finished
restoration and not what I was looking for.
However, in this auction a Series III OTS caught

• Top: the E-type as it was when David first laid eyes on it at the H&H Buxton sale. The
condition of the paint seemed to deter other bidders
• Above: the body was stripped to bare metal ahead of its respray (top right), which
showed that it was in very sound, rust-free condition

my eye. I know that some E-type enthusiasts get a bit sniffy
about the Series III but for me it has one big advantage. At 6ft
3in and with a 34in inside leg, I would need to be a contortionist
to get into a Series 1 or 2 OTS. But the Series III OTS has the
same chassis as the 2+2 and is 9in longer than its predecessors,
which provides a much better level of leg room.
The car was Sable (dark brown) with a Moss Green interior,
an unusual combination and certainly not to my taste. It was
left-hand drive and automatic, which was again not the ideal
combination. It had 33k miles on the clock and the pedal pads
looked original and relatively unworn so it could be genuine.
Although the car looked good from a distance, the paintwork
was badly cracked, like crazy paving. There were a few minor
dents in the bodywork and the air scoop under the bonnet was
badly crumpled. The leather seats and dashboard top were
badly cracked and the hood was in tatters. This was definitely
a project! But the thing that attracted me to the car was the
bodywork, which appeared to be completely free of rust and
filler. Also, the chromework, which was bright and not pitted.
This car had been in a hot, dry climate!
I expressed my interest to the H&H team and they passed
me the documentation. The car had recently been repatriated
from Texas, where it had been in storage for some time. It was
a matching-numbers car and had a Jaguar Heritage Certificate.
There was the original handbook and export documents but
no proof of the 33k miles. I would be very interested to hear
from any of our US members who remember the car or can
shed some light on its history (you can contact me at DAM on
the E-type Forum). The chassis number is UE 1S 24328 BW and
its Texas licence number was TONLY02. It was manufactured in
December 1973 and exported to British Leyland in New York.
It appears that the first owner was Mr Richard Graham Pike
of Leonia, PA, and the second owner Mr James M Graham of
Libby, Montana. But there is no record of how it got to Texas.
This was definitely the type of project I had been looking

for. The body and chrome were good and the LHD didn’t worry
me because one of my other cars is a LHD Corvette C6 so I am
used to being on the wrong side of the car. Also, I am a lefty
myself and have an affinity with all things left-handed. The
paint and trim were in bad condition, but I wanted to change
the colours anyway. So, what about the mechanics? I asked
for the keys and was told, ‘Sorry sir, because the car is in the
Pavilion, you are not allowed to start it – health and safety and
all that.’ If I was to bid on this car, I definitely would be buying a
‘pig in a poke’. I checked the catalogue description again and it
clearly said ‘new fuel pump, carburettor overhaul and recently
serviced’ so it must be a runner – right?
I obtained a bidding card and decided to bid up to the
bottom end of H&H’s estimated price range. Knowing what I
am like, I asked one of the two friends with me to take the card
off me if the car reached my maximum price. The bidding was
surprisingly short; I think many potential bidders had been put
off by the condition of the paint and trim and the unknown
contents under the bonnet. The hammer came down well short
of my maximum and also short of the vendor’s reserve. The
auctioneer marked my bid down as ‘not sold’ but said they
would contact the owner. A quick phone call later and I was the
proud owner of an E-type and filled with a mixture of elation
and trepidation. On the drive back over the hills to Cheshire, I
had the pleasant task of informing my son, who was absolutely
delighted. He is also a petrolhead and the original owner of my
Corvette. When I got home, I had the slightly more onerous task
of explaining to my wife that I had not ‘blown our retirement
savings on a heap of junk’ but had made a wise investment.
The following morning, I made my way back to Buxton to
collect my prize. It was a crisp, cold day and I looked forward to
driving the car back across the Peak District. I paid my money
to H&H, collected the keys and documents, and climbed
in the car with great excitement. The engine turned but no
signs of it firing. I checked the choke and continued, but the
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• Clockwise, from left: the
exterior brightwork is on –
‘just’ the interior to go; new
soft-top was fitted by Don
Hood; old roof was past its
best; David specified black
seats with red piping

• Above: the reassembly process in full flow
• Left: the reconditioned IRS. David left this specialised
work to Rushton Engineering in Exeter

battery was soon flat. A helpful man from EM Rogers Transport tried to start
it from a powerpack but all to no avail. Crestfallen, I engaged his services
and he loaded the car on to his transporter and took it off to their hub in
Northampton. A few days later, the car was delivered on another transporter
and we pushed it into my garage.
A quick inspection revealed myriad problems. There were no belts fitted
and the water pump had clearly been spewing water from the bearing. The
radiator header tank was dry and full of rust shale. The engine oil was like
black treacle – so much for the car being ‘recently serviced’. The power
steering rack was oozing fluid from the gaiters and the pump was empty.
When I finally managed to get the engine started, the oil-pressure warning
light was on and the gauge registered zero. The vendor had described the car
as being roadworthy in the catalogue when it clearly wasn’t.
The most pressing problem was the oil pressure. I read on the forums
that the V12s often suffer from low oil pressure, and to replace the pump the
engine has to be removed and stripped down. Before getting into this major
surgery, I thought I should check the pressure gauge and switch. I checked
the gauge by grounding the lead and it registered full pressure. I bought
and fitted a new oil-pressure sender unit and switch from SNG Barratt and,

to my delight and amazement, when I started
the engine the pressure gauge shot up to 60psi. I
couldn’t run it for long with no cooling and treacle
for oil, but the engine sounded good and that was
enough to convince me it was probably OK.
The other problems – steering, cooling system
and water pump – were all at the front of the car,
so I decided to start the restoration there. I bought
a Jaguar Cars workshop manual and found an
excellent tip at the front of the book. It said to
make two 10in blocks, jack the car up and place
them under the front wheels. With a cushion
under the nose to prevent damage, the bonnet
strut can be disconnected and the whole bonnet
tilts forward to provide excellent access to the
front end. This is much easier than removing and
refitting the bonnet, which can be a tricky job.
I removed the radiator, header tank and pipes,
which helps with access to the water pump and
steering rack. I ordered an exchange water pump
from SC Parts, which is a good system where
you send them your old part and, if it can be
repaired, they send you a replacement. I have
tried to stick to this principle of reusing parts
wherever possible throughout the restoration.
Similarly, I took my steering rack to Kiley Clinton
in Birmingham, which specialises in refurbishing
steering racks and pumps. They swapped it for
a refurbished rack and also checked that my
pump was working – an excellent company. I

did consider converting the car to right-hand
drive but it meant losing the factory-fitted airconditioning, which is above the right footwell,
and I was told that there was a good market for
LHD E-types if I ever wanted to sell.
The header tank was rusted beyond repair
and had to be replaced but the radiator looked
sound, so I gave it and the engine block a good

flushing. I replaced all of the hoses and the otter switch, which fits in the
bottom hose and controls the twin cooling fans. I checked that the fans
were working before refitting them and found that the control relay was
broken (SNG Barratt make a replacement). Space is very tight around the
V12 and removing and refitting these items is painstaking work. The water
pump is secured by eight bolts of different lengths and it is wise to note their
position. I cut out a piece of cardboard in the shape of the pump and pushed
the bolts through the cardboard in their correct position as I removed them.
Also, while I had the front end stripped down it seemed a good idea to
replace the oil filter, which is in an awkward spot underneath the front of the
engine. It is difficult to get the original oval housing to seal and many people
replace it with a screw-on fitting. However, I found that a bit of silicon gasket
sealant around the seal of the original housing did the job.
Having fixed the cooling and steering systems, it was now time for the
brakes and suspension. As Dirty Harry once said, ‘A man has got to know his
limitations’ and, as an electrical engineer with a smattering of mechanical
knowledge, I didn’t think my skills were up to restoring the brakes and
suspension. So, I engaged the services of Rushton Engineering in Exeter, who
specialise in E-types and did an excellent job. While they had the car, I got
them to replace the automatic gearbox with a four-speed manual unit and fit
a new stainless-steel exhaust.
I used a transport company to take the car to Exeter but decided to
drive it back and check out the new gearbox, suspension and brakes. The
car performed well and, apart from a flat tyre, I had a very enjoyable drive
back with the top down. The oil pressure, cooling system and alternator
instrument readings were all healthy throughout the 200-mile journey.
One of the advantages of living in Cheshire is that there are lots of ex-
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• Above: the big V12 showed no signs of the ‘recent service’ mentioned in
the auction catalogue, but is now purring once again
• Above right: compare and contrast with the picture on page 18! David is
understandably delighted with the finished car
Bentley skilled craftsmen around. And so, while the car was
away in Exeter, I kept the seats and an ex-Bentley trim man
restored them for me. I ordered the seat pads and webbing
from John Skinner and chose black leather with red piping. I
know the red piping is not original, but this restoration was for
me and I am delighted with the result.
The next part of the restoration was the paintwork and I had
lined up an old, established company in Congleton – Locke and
Hankey. It is run by two guys in their 70s who know everything
there is to know about bodywork and paint. Their primary
business is accident repair work, but they always have one
or two restoration projects that they use for fill-in work. The
project before mine was an XK 150 and the quality of its paint
job gave me great confidence. Taking off the chromework,
bonnet, boot, doors, lights, etc is a painstaking process and
every part had to be labelled for the reassembly. They striped
the body back to bare metal, which is a brutal process. The
secret of the E-type’s smooth lines was revealed, and you could
see the body seams that are concealed by lead filler. They also
confirmed my opinion from the auction that the bodywork was
completely rust-free. Slowly, the car was transformed from a
dowdy brown hulk into a sleek red vision.
The long, drawn-out process of reassembling the car seemed
to take an eternity. They fitted a complete new set of body seals
and a matching right-hand door mirror supplied by The Jag
Shop. The chromework was in excellent condition apart from
the nose ring, which is in two parts, and a replacement was
sourced from SNG Barratt. It took them seven months from
start to finish but the end result was worth the wait.
The next job was the interior, most of which I did myself.
I re-covered the dashboard with trim supplied John Skinner
Ltd – a tricky job – and fitted a new set of carpets from Aldridge
Trimming Ltd. The photographs I had taken of the old green

ones being removed proved invaluable for the assembly of
the new black carpet jigsaw. One of the biggest challenges
was fitting the radio. My car was now a manual, which has a
higher tunnel than the auto gearbox, and had air-conditioning
vents, which fit under the bank of switches. These two factors
combine to leave a very small space (50mm x 100mm) in which
to fit a radio. The original radio cassette clearly would no longer
fit so I looked for an alternative solution. This came in the form
of a Retro Sound digital radio from Car Audio Stuff Ltd, which
has a much smaller body, looks the part, and has Bluetooth
and USB compatibility.
Because the car was made to the US specification, the
indicator lights did not meet UK/European standards and had
to be changed. I thought (wrongly) that I could just change
the lenses on the lights, which was a much cheaper option.
However, the lamps are in different positions and the complete
light fittings had to be changed, courtesy of SNG Barratt. I also
removed the US-spec air pump and emission control pipework
that covered the engine and appeared to do very little to
control emissions. One of the cam covers was leaking oil, so I
replaced the gaskets and took the opportunity to spruce up the
engine bay.
The final crowning glory was a new roof to replace the
original, which had been like confetti. For this job, I chose Don
Hoods in Birmingham, which is an old established firm making
and fitting hoods for classic cars. It makes hoods for many
other fitters but only fit one per week themselves due to a lack
of space. I had to book my car in six months in advance, but
having an expertly fitted, custom-built moleskin hood made
the wait worthwhile.
The completion of the restoration coincided with the easing
of COVID lockdown restrictions and pleasant spring weather,
so I have been enjoying driving the car around Cheshire with
the top down. The performance is still remarkably good for a
48-year-old car, particularly in third gear, where the mighty V12
makes a throaty roar and produces mountains of torque. The
car also attracts lots of admirers and has lost none of its ‘Enzo’
appeal. I’m writing this ahead of its first big outing, which
will be the E-type 60 event at Shelsley Walsh. I am looking
forward to meeting other E-type Club members and having a
fantastic party to celebrate the 60th and 50th birthdays of these
remarkable cars!

Family favourite
• Left: Ruurd’s S1 pictured
in a quintessentially Dutch
setting of tulip fields
• Below left: the proud
owner, who is hoping
for many more years of
enjoyment to come
• Right: Ruurd’s
painstaking rebuild was
completed in 1998

Family favourite
Ruurd Schut looks back on more than 30 years with this
beautiful Series 1 Roadster

W

hen I was about 12 years old, my
parents’ Beetle was overtaken by a
marvellous car – a Series 1 E-type
FHC. Driving on the Autobahn to
Austria for our summer holiday, the
Beetle showed 120kph but the E-type passed in
a blink of the eye. ‘When I am grown up, I will be
driving this car!’ This was not taken too seriously,
but when I was 18 years old I bought my first
E-type – a Series 1 FHC in a very poor state. My
friends drove a Simca Rallye 1, Alfa Giulia, Triumph
Dolomite, and they felt sorry for me in my old
banger. That soon changed, however…
It was sold in the early 1980s to finance a DHC,
as a matter of course a Series 1. It took me several
years to find one, and I eventually acquired chassis
number 876068. I paid FL 17,000 (about €7,725),
which was an awful lot of money at that time (it
was 1987). I was then 28 years old, 10 years after I
bought the first E-type. My daily driver at the time
was a blue Mini Cooper.
I have owned this DHC since 1987 – so, 34 years
now, and I hope for many more to come.
Apart from the floors and lower part of the
inner and outer sills, the body was in pretty good
shape – rear inner/outer wings not welded since
new, perfect boot floor, perfect bulkhead.

After some cutting and grinding, I welded in new floors, lower
parts of inner sills and lower part of bulkhead, new outer sills
and door panels, and the front part of the bonnet.
The engine is another story. It took months, gallons of CocaCola, WD-40 and other fine chemicals to be able to remove the
cylinder head, walking around the engine every evening and
tapping the head with a wooden hammer. All of a sudden it
came loose. The crankshaft was already removed and, after
some bangs with a big hammer on a piece of wood, the pistons
came out. The years had passed, and it was now 1993…

Preparing the body was yet another story – sandblasting,
preparing correct shut lines, tin soldering instead of twocomponent filler, base layers, and several layers of Racing Green
acrylic paint. New interior and hood, wire wheels, etc, etc. By
then it was 1997, and with two daughters we were intending to
move to a bigger house, but not before the E-type was ready.
Working long evenings and weekends, in combination with an
international job requiring very frequent travelling, was intense
but very rewarding. I went to RDW (Rijks Dienst Wegverkeer) to
get my licence plates on 22 June 1998.

Family favourite

• Above: this E-type is
certainly no trailer queen –
Ruurd has covered plenty of
miles in it, and it’s proven to
be very reliable

During that 34-year ownership, we had several
other interesting cars – Dolomite Sprint, a range
of Alfas, Renault Avantime, but also motorbikes
such as BSA Lightning, several Kawasaki triples,
etc. The E-type is still our favourite. It is a regular
driver and we have had (and will have) a lot of
nice trips with the car. Once brought home by the
police with ignition failure, and once with very
strange electrical problems (a starter motor with
short-circuits), but otherwise it is very reliable
and still my pride and joy. Another favourite is
my Moto Guzzi Le Mans – the last 100 made were
individually numbered and mine is 13.
The car is pretty original, but I have found
these upgrades very useful: four-pot calipers in
front with thicker discs, floor wells (originally
flat-floor), electronic ignition, radiator with
double electric fans, 2:88 final drive, XJS brake

calipers, and a dynamo in the original alternator
housing. All of the original parts are still with
the car, and since 1998 it has had quite some
mileage, which has improved it. It is a better
runner but also has minor small scratches and
dents and slightly worn seats, which make it an
honest car. I personally don’t like over-restored
cars that are trailered to shows. Our E-type is
nice, technically strong and is driven hard…
Lessons learned: take your time, never rush;
better to have a driver’s car than 100 percent
original; spend a lot of hours and Euros on body
preparation; and buy the best parts you can get
– it is better to wait another year to get the job
done properly.
The restoration was completed in 1998, and
the car is still in very good shape – no rust or
bubbles and utterly reliable.
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Mike Cassidy concludes his explanation of how he
upgraded the points-based SU fuel pump on his 4.2

A

s I wrote at the end of my original
article, there are a couple of
important things to note. Firstly, the
upgrade is polarity sensitive, and
secondly there is no need to open
up the pump section unless it is intended to
replace the diaphragm or diaphragm spring.
The upgrade can be fitted by simply removing
the end cap, removing the pair of 2BA pedestal
fixing bolts and snipping off the pair of wires
from the solenoid as close as possible to their
terminal tags. I usually try to open up the crimp
on the tags in order to re-use them, and also
to save the short lengths of the wires, though
this is not always possible because they are
crimped very tightly.
The complete pedestal and points assembly
(photo one) can then be unscrewed from the
pump diaphragm spindle by rotating anticlockwise without otherwise disassembling the
pump. The complete pedestal/points assembly
is now redundant and can be set aside. In this
case, I managed to remove the tag on the main
supply feed but not on the 5BA tag from the
contact finger.

part two

Having removed the original points and
bridge, the first rebuilding task is to slide
the PTFE bush down over the diaphragm
shaft and into the solenoid. One of the steel
spacer bushes can be used to push the PTFE
bush down flush with the end of the solenoid
housing, as shown in photo two – but please
use my photographs in conjunction with the
installation instructions.
The magnet carrier is then screwed on to
the spindle. This must be screwed all of the
way down the shaft and then backed off two
full turns. If it does not then align as shown in
photo three, it should be further unscrewed
anti-clockwise until it does, but it must in total
be unscrewed at least two full turns. When this
is achieved, the magnet locking grub screw
should be removed and smeared with a thread
locking compound before being refitted and
locked tight.
It is important when initially screwing the
magnet carrier down to make sure it is screwed
fully down the spindle threaded section
before backing off. It will be working against
the pressure of the diaphragm spring and the
pressure from the compression may give a false
sense of the magnet being fully screwed down.
The round electronic circuit board, along
with a ‘Hall Shield’ fork and spacers, are then
fitted using the 2BA mounting holes in the end
of the solenoid or ‘coil’ case, with the legs of
the old pedestal effectively being replaced
with spacers. The longest spacer is fitted to
the bolt that is inserted into the circuit board
hole closest to the threaded brass electrical
feed stud, and screwed into the threaded hole
closest to where the solenoid wires emerge
from the solenoid case.
On the other side, the bolt passes through
the hole in the board and is first fitted with the
shortest spacer, then the ‘Hall Shield’ fork and
finally the intermediate length spacer is fitted,
before the bolt is screwed home lightly to allow
the fork position to be optimised during setup
before the bolt is fully tightened (photo four).
Note that the thinner leg of the fork is placed
to the outside. Out of curiosity, I tried it the
other way with the thicker leg out – the pump
still worked but the thinner leg should be the
‘outer’, as per the instructions.
The wires coming from the solenoid are
red and black on modern SU pumps, making
it easier to connect to the red and black pair
from the new circuit board, but on older pumps
they are both black. This is not an important
issue when simply fitting new points because
these wires are fitted with a 5BA tag for the
points contact blade and a 2BA terminal tag for
the brass stud, so it is not possible to fit them
incorrectly. However, when the terminal tags
are cut off, if these wires are both black, it is
possible to fit them to the new electronic circuit
board incorrectly and in this case the pump will
not operate.
The equivalent red wire is the one with the
smaller 5BA tag previously fitted to the flexible
points finger, so it is worth leaving this tag in

place until ready to connect the wires together to avoid a mistake. I trial
connected the wires to the circuit board using a pair of jumper leads
(photo five) to ensure that I had it right. Once I had ascertained that
the pump worked by gently moving the Hall Shield in and out over the
magnet with 12 volts applied, I disconnected the power and replaced
the red and black stub leads, which in my case had been cut short when
removed from the original pump. I soldered them to the solenoid wires
and covered with heat shrink insulation since I did not have the small
Burlen crimp connectors.
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In some Burlen literature on the upgrade,
they make the comment that older pumps
with two black insulated wires may not
work because of some unexplained possible
weakness in the coil. Whether they are referring
to the possibility of failing old solenoid coil
insulation or something else, I cannot say.
Whatever the case, I have not experienced any
problem and it is hard to see why a pump that
was working with points would not work with
electronic switching.
Once fully assembled, the pump can be
attached to a 12-volt power source (photo six)
and the Hall Shield position is then adjusted
for optimum operation. In the absence of a
car battery, I use a 12-volt power supply for
convenience. The interaction of the Hall Shield
with the magnet field and the Hall sensor on
the circuit board is adjusted by gently moving
the fork in towards the magnet carrier and back
out with a plastic or wooden probe to find the
optimum ‘fast operation’ position. I found that
I could adjust the Hall Shield with my finger. As
I wrote earlier, this adjustment is analogous to
the adjustment that has to be made with the
points-based pumps after replacing the points
or diaphragm, where the diaphragm is carefully
screwed in and out of the point’s bridge to
optimise operation.
Moving the Hall Shield out too far seems to
stop the operation with the magnet and spindle
fully down. Moving the Shield in too far stops
the operation with the magnet and spindle up,
though I have been unable to find out precisely
what is happening to the magnetic field and
the interaction with the sensor. There is a very
small range of movement of the Hall Shield
where the pump operates and it is fairly easy to
optimise the speed of operation. However, care
should be taken not to take too long over the
adjustment. The instruction sheet notes that if
the optimum position has not been obtained
within two minutes, the pump should be left
for a while to cool. This is because a prolonged
setting with the Mosfet ‘on’ could cause
overheating and damage to the semiconductor
device. Once optimised, the fixing bolt should
be carefully tightened down, making sure the
fork does not move.
Once the pump operation appears to be
optimised, the cap can be refitted, locked down
with the 2BA nut and the joint re-taped with
black tape in the case of a negative-ground setup, or red for a positive-ground system (photo
seven). If felt necessary, the flow rate can be
measured using a tub of paraffin (not petrol)
and a pair of pickup/discharge fuel pipes, and
the time it takes to transfer a given amount of
liquid measured.

Changing electronic kit polarity

While the correct-polarity kit for the job at hand
should always be purchased, there is in fact no
fundamental difference between a positiveearth circuit board and a negative-earth circuit
board, though the manufacturer does not make
this clear. The difference is in which of two

copper circuit pads are soldered to an adjacent
pad and where the end of the circuit board
smoothing coil is soldered to. The lower-left
pad track is connected to the mounting bolt
hole, which is ground, whereas the upper-left
pad track connects to the brass stud DC feed.
The small coil is the positive DC feed to the
circuit and solenoid.
So, my eBay seller who wanted a negativeearth pump need only have spent 10 minutes
with a soldering iron to convert the pump
to negative earth rather than fitting an
inexpensive set of points and losing the pointsfree feature.
Photo eight shows the circuit board as
I received it, set up for positive-earth use.
The upper-left copper circuit pad, or track, is
soldered to the larger pad to the right with a
solder link, whereas the pad below is not. In
addition, one end of the small copper DC feed
coil (inductance) is soldered to the lower-left
pad copper track.
Photo nine shows the board now set up
for negative earth. I have removed the end of
the coil from the lower-left pad and soldered
together the lower-left pad to the larger pad on
the right. I have then unsoldered and ‘opened’
the link between the upper left pad and the
larger pad on the right, then re-soldered the
end of the coil to the upper-left pad. This
procedure is simply changing which way round
the DC feed stud and ground point are fed to
the circuit.

Technical description

For those who may be interested, I have drawn
out the circuit from the round circuit board
(photo 10). The component designations are
mine and may differ from those used by Burlen.
The two main components on the circuit
board are the Hall Sensor IC, which is the most
complex component and senses the diaphragm
position via the magnet, and the Mosfet power
transistor, which does the power switching.
One of the capacitors along with a small coil,
which I have labelled C2 and L1 on the diagram,
form a simple smoothing circuit to smooth out
any ripple on the DC supply from the dynamo
or alternator. D3 is a zener diode to protect
the Mosfet, much as diodes are used in the
points-based version to protect against the high
voltage back EMF developed as the power is
removed from the solenoid. I am assuming that
D1 is also a zener diode to stabilise the voltage
feed to the Hall sensor.
The resistors R2 and R3, together with C1,
condition the signal fed to the Mosfet gate and
have a very long time constant, though I have
been unable to determine the reason for this.
One possibility is that it in some way mediates
the asymmetry of the ‘powered up’ action
of the solenoid versus the simple expanding
spring action driving the diaphragm down
against the fuel out resistance. But I am only
guessing and don’t really know.
For those interested, I also show some
photographs of oscilloscope traces simply
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to demonstrate what is actually happening during operation of the
pump. In photo 11, the lower trace at 5 volts per division is the output
of the Hall sensor IC. This shows 12 volts positive going to zero as the
magnet reaches the closest point to the sensor, and then repeating.
The upper trace shows the signal at the Mosfet gate after conditioning

by the intermediate components. This is still
12 volts positive switching to zero, but is now
a ramp because of the time constants of the
components feeding the Mosfet Gate.
In photo 12, the lower oscilloscope trace
– again at 5 volts per division – once more
shows the signal at the Mosfet gate as in the
prior photograph. The upper trace at 20 volts
per division is taken at the negative end of
the main solenoid or Mosfet ‘drain’. When
powering the solenoid, the Mosfet is closed, so
this point is effectively ground, so at or close
to zero volts.
The large positive spikes at around 50 volts
are the result of the back EMF generated from
the stored energy in the solenoid when the
power is removed, just as would occur with a
points-based system. However, it can be seen
that when the positive pulse out of the Hall
sensor is high, a matching zero plateau can be
seen on the lower trace, meaning the solenoid
power is on.
For comparison with a points system, photo
13 shows an oscilloscope trace at the negative
end of the solenoid, which is the flexible points
finger. When closed, there is zero volts because
this is effectively at ground. When the points
open, there is a large 85-volt peak resulting
from the back EMF as the stored energy in the
solenoid coil is released.
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Diaphragm spring

Having written that the conversion can be
carried out without opening the pumping
section, I want to touch on the importance
of the diaphragm and diaphragm spring.
This is particularly important if working on
an unknown pump. Since I was going to rework one of my spare pumps, I had decided
first to determine precisely in what way the
diaphragm actuating spring differed between
the AUF 307 and 308 versions (now designated
AZX 1307 and 1308), because I intended to
ensure that my upgraded pump was the AUF
308 specification, as used on the 4.2 E-type.
Both versions have a flow rate of 18 gallons
per hour. The AUF307 / AZX1307 variant –
fitted, for example, to the MGB – had a lower
pressure output at 2.7psi compared to the
AUF308 / AZX1308 at 3.8psi. This difference is
entirely due to the strength of the diaphragm
spring. After comparing the springs from both
versions of pump sitting next to each other, I
could see that the AUF 308 spring was made
from thicker material at 1.76mm diameter,
whereas the AUF 307 version was made from
1.58mm diameter material.
The AUF 308 spring also had an additional
partial turn. This can be seen in photo 14, with
the AUF 308 spring on the right – this is the
stronger spring. The AUF 307 spring is on the
left. When ordering a new spring from Burlen,
I found that they no longer differentiate the
springs and now only supply the heavier spring
as part number AUB 759 whichever version of
pump the spring is intended for.
I assume that since the SU pump is selfregulating on the basis of fuel demand,
Burlen have decided that the higher-pressure
capability is not thought a problem for the AUF
307 variant, so there is no longer a need for
different springs for the two pump models. So
while it is possible to fit the electronic upgrade
without opening the pump, if there are any
doubts over the spring or diaphragm, this is
the time to take care of it. I have described this
procedure in my earlier articles.

Upgrade or buy new

14

Burlen Fuel Systems appear to price
restoration and electronic upgrade kits in such
a way that consideration has to be given as to
the worth of either option. With postage and
VAT for either kit, the value of carrying out a
full restoration or upgrade is questionable and
simply buying a new pump maybe a better
option. Certainly it would not be a good option
to both restore and upgrade an old pump to
electronic operation.
As with most electronics, the components on
the electronic upgrade kit are very inexpensive
and almost certainly less expensive that the
points and plastic points bridge, and yet the
electronic pump is more expensive.
As I have indicated, I was unable to clarify a
number of questions I had because Burlen did
not respond to my inquiry. If I have anything
wrong, please excuse me.
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SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
Welsh Enterprises has been supplying Jaguar enthusiasts and shops with
parts for over 50 years. You will always find a great deal and excellent
customer service when you shop with us.
Supplying parts for all Jaguar models from 1949 to modern day.
The manufacturing source for many aftermarket parts.
100,000+ square foot warehouse has an extensive inventory of NOS,
used, new, and hard to find parts in stock and ready to ship.
All orders ship the same day so you are sure to get the parts you
need when you need them.

Your Trusted Source For Jaguar Parts Since 1965

1-800-875-5247
+1-740-282-8649
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O

ver the past 18 months or so,
events have been cancelled,
international travel severely
curtailed, and the simple matter
of visiting E-type specialists has
been made more complicated. Despite all
that, you’ve still been sending us articles
for inclusion in the magazine and we’re
incredibly grateful for your support.
There’s always room for more, though,
and all contributions are very gratefully
received, whether it’s detailed technical
articles, regular ‘running report’ updates,
telling other members how you came to own
your E-type, or memories of enjoyable trips
that you’ve undertaken with it.
We’ll find a spot for everything from a
long-term series in multiple instalments
to a couple of hundred words and a few
photographs, and it would be great to
hear more about what you’re up to with
your E-types. It doesn’t matter whether
you’re based in the UK, Europe, America or
Australia – send us your stories and we’ll
share them with the rest of the club. Perhaps
you might help someone solve an ongoing
technical issue or inspire them to go on an
adventure of their own.
For more information or to submit an
article, please email james@e-typeclub.com

Share your E-type stories…
Whatever tale you’ve got to tell, we’d love to hear from you!

E-mail

E-mail
Dear Philip,
I thought I would write to say how much I enjoyed
the E-type 60 meeting and the hillclimb, so well done
for organising it all. There was great old-fashioned
camaraderie in the garages that my mechanic friend
said he did not see very often any more at meets he
has attended.
This was perfectly demonstrated when, after I
decided to take my low-drag E-type for a bit of offroading at the top of the hillclimb and managed to
puncture the lower coolant hose, several people kindly
helped us. I would especially like to thank Julian and
Steve (I think) from SNG Barratt, who kindly gave me
a new hose and said I only had to pay if Julian was
slower than me on the hillclimb. This was not much of
a problem because I was already two seconds behind
his lovely semi-lightweight and I needed to be able to
drive home, so I did not complete the two official runs.
I am sure, however, that nothing would have changed.
We were also helped by Tom Barclay and his father,
alongside some tool-lending from a chap at E-type UK
and his father (sorry, I didn’t get a proper introduction
so no names), and a really nice bunch of guys from
a garage in Norfolk – but again I am not sure of their
names. I am sure that if any are reading this, they will
know who they are and I give you a big thank you – we
made it home. Now I just have to repair the damage…
Richard Fella

The importance of
humidity control...
Faulty
electrics

Fluctuating
garage
climate

Brittle
leather

Dear Louise,
I was at the E-type 60 event, being one of the MAC
members who ran the Shelsley Walsh watermill. It was a
magnificent effort from you all and I greatly enjoyed my
Saturday there, looking at all the wonderful cars, seeing
some of them going up the hill, and talking to all those
who visited the watermill – very nostalgic!
The event also provided an opportunity to see if I
could find either of the two Series III soft-tops that I
used to own, but I had no luck. It would be interesting
to know if the two cars are still on the road, and if any of
the details or photos that I have of them may be of any
interest to the current owners. Brief details of the two
are as follows…
1) OUH 494M
This was a daily driver for about three years and there is
a tale attached to a bizarre accident I experienced in it,
which I am happy to relate to the owner! It was a Series
III soft-top in Primrose – that colour being reflected in
the log book, if I remember correctly. However, the MoT
check shows that it is now recorded as being white.

2) TNK 550M
This was a car that I kept for a number of years in later life, until
part-exchanging it with XK Engineering for a different car – but
not an E-type, I’m afraid to admit. It was in Green Sand when
I bought it. However, I wasn’t keen on the colour, so I took it
to XK Engineering during their very early days in Attleborough
Fields, Nuneaton. They stripped it, repaired it, re-leaded it,
painted it red, and it was then re-trimmed in black leather by
the upholstery company in the next-door-but-one unit. Chrome
wire wheels were also fitted around that time. I have a number
of photos of this car, including several in its original colour while
stripped in XK Engineering’s workshop.
The car also featured in a November 1987 article in the
Jaguar Drivers’ Club magazine, with a photo. The article was
mainly concerned with a light aircraft flight taken by Graham
Marr, the JDC Vice Chairman of the time, with flying instructor
John Owen, Editor of the JDC magazine. I had a connection with
the flying school, so TNK 550M is in the photograph, along with
a Cessna 152 light aircraft, Graham, John, my dog ‘Boot’, and me
– though they had my name wrong throughout the article!
Thanks in advance for anything you may be able to tell me.
Rod Wheat

Mould &
musty odour
Dust &
bacteria

International ®
Soot & oil
mist

Fluid loss
Corrosion

...to protect your classic car.
• Ensures stable conditions
• Provides close control
• Protects bodywork and interior fabrics
• FREE site survey
• Professional service and support

01372 571200
www.humiditysolutions.co.uk

Rust spots

All of our
uprated brake
caliper kits
have been
specifically
developed for
each model in
our workshop
and extensively
road tested
by our
engineers
over prolonged
periods.

Innovators of up-rated
braking systems for classic cars
worldwide!

TEL +44 (0)1395 514453
WWW.COOPERCRAFT.CO.UK
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Contact Information

Classics on the Road – Stewart Cusden
+34 (0)619 722185; stewart@classicsontheroad.com;
www.classicsontheroad.com

Club Oﬀice – Louise Gibbs
+44 (0)1584 781588;
louise@e-type.com; www.e-typeclub.com

ClassicRallyPress Ltd – Malcolm McKay
+44 (0)7711 901811; LBLrally@aol.com;
www.classicrallypress.co.uk

Backwater Tours – Paul and Lyn Trill
+44 (0)1243 820041; paul@backwatertours.co.uk;
www.backwatertours.co.uk
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Classic Grand Touring Ltd – Jamie Robinson
+44 (0)1926 675675; info@classicgt.co.uk;
www.classicgt.com
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For full details of all events, please visit the club website – www.e-typeclub.com

2022 Events

19-23 and 24-29 April

Isle of Wight
Shakedown Tour
Organised by Backwater Tours

Please see Representatives’ events listed on page 47.

2021 Events
16-22 August

Portmeirion & Mid Wales Tour
Organised by Backwater Tours

1-5 September

15-19 May

Yorkshire Dales Tour
Organised by Backwater Tours

Peak District Tour
Organised by Backwater Tours

7-16 May

France Tour including Monaco Historique

11-12 June

Organised by Classics on the Road

E-type Club Weekend
Organised by the club office

7-15 September

Picos de Europa
Organised by
Classics on the Road

The Geneva Run

13-24 June

Organised by Classic Grand Touring

12-16 September

Scottish
Highlands Tour
Organised by
Backwater Tours

12-16 June

Pembrokeshire Tour
Organised by Backwater Tours

4-15 September

2024 Events

2023 Events
25-26 September

Spring into
Autumn Meeting

(postponed Spring Meeting)
Organised by the club office

7-23 May

Scottish Islands & Highlands Rally
Organised by ClassicRallyPress

Croatia Tour
Organised by Classics on the Road

7-25 April

Mycenaean-Minoan Rally
Organised by ClassicRallyPress

Barratt banter

F

by Julian Barratt

or months we’d been locked up, with almost every
enjoyable aspect of our lives changed or curtailed.
Events, holidays and even meeting our loved ones were
cancelled over and over again. As the months ticked by
to summer 2021, it seemed possible that we would be
reacquainted with disappointment once more.
Yet a hardy band of enthusiasts had faith and, as June
approached, the glimmer of hope became brighter and even
those in charge of switching on the sunshine looked like they
were keen for us all to go ahead.
Shelsley Walsh is a beautiful place to be, whatever the time
of year. I have seen it on a frozen morning – with the hoar frost
decorating the wooden coverings of the pit garages and the
branches of the trees sheltering the hallowed band of tarmac.
But, on arrival on that Friday afternoon, the old hill seemed more
beautiful than ever – with the early evening sunshine adding a
glow to the assembling traders, soothing the nerves of those for
whom the preparations had not only been long and hard, but also
fraught with the possibility that it could all have been in vain…
As I sat sharing a beer in the courtyard that evening with the
great and the good of the classic Jaguar trade, the excitement
was everywhere. The sheer joy of being out once more, not only
amongst people in general but also the cars and enthusiasts we
have all missed so much in the past two years. The assembled
E-types in the paddock were already looking historic, with three
old friends from Geneva making their first acquaintance bonnetto-bonnet for 60 years amongst a stellar line-up.
Under one of those historic paddock shelters was a newer
friend of mine, neatly covered up but ready to give me a
sleepless night ahead as I struggled with the nerves of not
only my first-ever competitive outing in an E-type but also my
planned appearance on stage the following morning in front of
enthusiasts and owners.
I am lucky to live only a few miles from the hillclimb and,
having woken early with the sunlight streaming in on Saturday
morning, I fired up the XK 120 and set off for the big day. The
roads from my home to Shelsley are stunning in June, with the
hedgerows in full bloom of cow parsley and the trees laden
with blossom; the early morning accompanied by the tune of
the straight-six to the wave of an occasional farmer. If anyone
struggles to wake up in the morning, may I suggest a 120 with
aero screens as the perfect solution?
I am not sure what it is that Philip and his team have done to
appease the weather gods, but the man himself suggests that
the glorious sunshine at both XK70 and E60 was, in fact, payback
from above for the events of XK60 at Goodwood (those who
were there will remember). But whatever it is, is there a better
spot than Shelsley Walsh on a day like this, with the heat on your

back, some fantastic cars in the paddock and the chance to see
people face-to-face again?
My memories of the weekend itself are something of a blur
– to those of you who came along to my talks on Saturday and
Sunday, thank you very much indeed. I was definitely better on
the Sunday than Saturday, with nerves having subsided but a
much fuller tent, thanks in the main to the stars of the show, Paul
of Eagle and Ian of Twyford Moors, both of whom brought good
humour and the knowledge that only comes from a lifetime
spent around these cars.
Through the paddock and the field over the road, it was hard
to make it 50 yards without seeing a familiar face and it was
a huge pleasure to catch up with so many club members and
traders alike – my apologies if my social skills have taken a turn
for the worse while out of practice this past year or so!
On the track, I was pleased to still be competitive after many
years out, though my racing E-type is still not as I want it to be.
I was having to use first gear in The Esses, which is not an easy
thing to manage in a moving car, let alone with the pressure of
the assembled masses trackside! Yet this is definite progress, I
loved the hillclimb and, once this engine is really singing, I will be
back for sure.
Sunday brought a more relaxed atmosphere both in the
paddock and on track, with demo runs the order of the day,
and I was happy to take up a few brave/foolhardy souls in the
passenger seat for a bit of high-speed, noisy fun. I have done
this a number of times and you can tell a lot about a person by
how they react in those circumstances. I often catch a glimpse
of people applying the ‘brake’ in the passenger footwell, a few
seconds before the real brake gets applied on the driver’s side.
Of course, our team loved the weekend too. With their lives
over the past year as confined as the rest of us, to see actual cars
– as opposed to pictures of parts of them on a screen from their
new ‘offices’ in their spare bedrooms or kitchen – was a novelty.
Many a time over the weekend I remember saying to other
enthusiasts, traders and all the great people from the club who
made this all happen to ‘take it in and try to enjoy it’. I know
this is an easier thing to say than it is to do – we all have busy
lives and to just stop and absorb moments like E-type 60 are
hard. But it’s crucial – we all love this stuff and none of us will be
here forever. We will look back on weekends like this one with
enormous fondness and wish we had been able to pause time,
just for a moment.
So finally, it’s a massive ‘thank you’ to the club for managing
to pull this off, to members and enthusiasts for coming along
and, of course, to the occasionally frustrating but always jawdroppingly beautiful machine that brought us all there: Happy
blooming Birthday.

We share your passion
CALL OUR TEAM ON 01902 710805
mail@aldridge.co.uk • www.aldridge.co.uk
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Front cover The beautiful Series 1 DHC of Ruurd Schut
pictured among the tulip fields for which the Netherlands
is famous. We’ll have more about this particular car next
month. Photo by Ruurd Schut
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I

am thrilled to announce that the great Ian
Callum CBE FRSE has kindly accepted our
invitation to become Patron of the club. Ian
was, of course, Design Director of Jaguar
from 1999 until 2019, when he chose to leave
and set up his own company. CALLUM is a design
and engineering business creating bespoke and
limited-edition products.
I got to know Ian and we became good friends
on the many new-car ride and drive launches
to which I used to be invited. It is, though, some
years since I was considered worthy of such an invitation.
Before the F-TYPE was launched, Ian invited me over to the styling studios
for a private viewing of the car with him. He appeared to genuinely value my
opinion. Not surprisingly, I loved it – the first true Jaguar sports car, in my
opinion, since the E-type.
Through my good friend Chris Sturgess (whose late father raced my
roadster in 1961) of Sturgess of Leicester, I managed to subsequently acquire
an early car and still have it, and love it.
Ian’s successor as Jaguar Design Director was Julian Thomson, who
worked with Ian for many years and is another genuine, nice guy. Sadly he
has just resigned, which makes one wonder what is going on there. Is there
anyone left in the company who values, or has any knowledge of, the heritage
and design traditions? It is very sad the way this once great company is going.
I am writing this, for our 200th issue, in late May, with just two weeks till
E-type 60. The anticipation is heightening. The stress levels are building. The
team are working harder than ever (barely possible). How did it go? If you
were able to join us – and very sadly many members from the USA, Australia
and Europe could not – I do hope you enjoyed it.
Who mentioned E-type 65? Steady on!
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Up Front
Club News
Louise Gibbs

2

00 issues! What an achievement. A timely
opportunity to acknowledge our ace magazine
team – James Page as Editor, Jen Barker as
Assistant Editor and Designer, and Rob Schulp and
Sue Farrow who pull together the advertising sales.
For a relatively small club, I think they compile a cracking
publication of which they should be very proud. We certainly
are. Long may it last!
Input from club members is so valuable to us, whether it
is articles for the magazine, technical questions, video clips
for the website, attending events, asking questions – all are
very much appreciated. The club is for you so do continue to
engage with us.
As I write, we are still two weeks away from E-type 60
but by the time you read this, it will have happened! Read
all about it in the August edition of The E-type. We will add
a gallery on the club website so do send in any photos
you may have taken, or indeed any videos. Any comments
would be appreciated, too. The team always enjoy reading
testimonials and any feedback is always useful when planning future events.
We still have spaces for the Spring into Autumn Meeting on 25 and 26 September and there are
several Club Tours listed on pages 50 and 51. Once E-type 60 is done and dusted, we will be moving on
to planning Club Weekend 2022, which will be swiftly followed by the postponed Geneva Run. Both June
dates to be announced shortly. We hope to be reviving our Masterclasses and specialist visits as well.
Enjoy the summer!

Featured Event

Picos de Europa
7-15 September 2021
Organised by Classics on the Road

• In the mountains and valleys of Northern Spain
• ‘Off the beaten track’ routes and destinations
• Visit Potes, Cangas de Onas and the caves of El Soplao
Great roads, the best local gastronomy and experienced hosts
will make this six-night tour one to remember. The area is
protected as a National Park and encompasses mountains
and forests – you may even see wild boars, wolves, deer
and brown bears! For more information, email stewart@
classicsontheroad.com

Es in the News
Launch of new
classic car
industry body

A

new trade association, the Historic and Classic Vehicles Alliance (HCVA), was launched on
25 May with a mission to protect and promote the classic car sector and secure its long-term
future. It says that more than 100,000 jobs are in peril as a combination of bureaucracy and
poorly focused environmental legislation threatens Britain’s world-leading classic vehicle
industry. With economic revival a top priority as the UK strives to recover from the Covid
pandemic, the worry is that highly skilled engineers, restorers, craftsmen and parts suppliers face
uncertainty over their livelihoods. Leading figures in the classic vehicle industry fear complex new rules
around exporting and importing cars and parts to and from the EU, and widespread misunderstanding of
the environmental impact of classic motoring, are damaging owners’ confidence and enthusiasm.

Supplier Spotlight

E-centric

Distributor Doctor

London Concours celebrates the E-type

Distributor Doctor offers reconstructive surgery
for Lucas distributors and has over 36 years’
personal experience. It doesn’t just sell parts, it
manufactures to OE standards and rebuilds Lucas
distributors all day, every day.
Worn and inaccurate Lucas distributors are
rebuilt, reconditioned and re-curved, either to
‘clinically accurate’ original factory specifications
or modified to suit engines that have the subject
of some development work. Calibration is to
extremely close tolerance, usually ‘better than
new’. All units are guaranteed for three years.
To find out more about the process, or to speak
to Martin Jay about your distributor or ignition
requirements, visit distributordoctor.com, email
martin@distributordoctor.com or telephone
01984 629540.

Events Calendar
Club-organised events in bold

2021

At the time of writing, the London Concours was due to take place on 8-10
June at the Honourable Artillery Company. In celebration of the E-type’s
60th anniversary, nine E-types are set to grace the lawns in their own class at
the event. 77 RW – the first production E-type Roadster, which was famously
driven out to Geneva in a dramatic 17-hour overnight run by Jaguar’s then
Test and Development Engineer, Norman Dewis – will be on display. It will be
joined by the first production right-hand-drive FHC, 1 VHP.
Alongside them will be the 1963 Peter Lindner-Peter Nöcker Low Drag
Lightweight (above), which Jaguar built in period using bodywork that
echoed the lines of Malcolm Sayer’s earlier Low Drag Coupé. The class will
also feature a Series 1 Drophead Coupé, Series 2 Fixed Head Coupé, Series 2
Drophead Coupé, and Series 3 2+2. Another car appearing at the event is the
first of Dick Protheroe’s three CUT 7 E-types – a 1961 FHC.
Finally, HDU 555N, the last Jaguar E-type ever produced – which was built
on 12 June 1974 but not registered until 5 February 1975 – will complete the
story of the model’s history.

The ‘not for profit’
organisation intends
to campaign on behalf
of individuals and
companies in the
classic vehicle world,
including specialist
restorers, dealers, parts
suppliers and a broad
cross section of the
industry.
HCVA director Henry
Pearman said: ‘The
time has come for us
in the industry, owners
and enthusiasts to all to
join together to correct
a host of myths and
misconceptions and to
protect and celebrate
the world we love.’
Membership is open
to businesses and
individuals. For more
details, see hcva.co.uk.

22 June
4 July
8-11 July
17-18 July
18-22 July
25-29 July
30 July-1 August
16-22 August
24 August
1-5 September
3-5 September
7-15 September
12-16 September
17-19 September
25-26 September
16-17 October

2022

19-23 April
24-28 April
16-26 May
15-19 May
12-16 June
14-25 Sept

2023

7-23 May
16-22 May

2024

7-25 April

CKL Developments Track Day
Jaguar Festival, Bicester Heritage
Goodwood Festival of Speed
Classic Nostalgia at Shelsley Walsh
Suffolk Tour
Suffolk Tour
Silverstone Classic
Portmeirion and Mid Wales Tour
CKL Developments Track Day
Peak District Shakedown Tour
Concours of Elegance
Picos de Europa
Scottish Highlands Tour
Goodwood Revival
Spring into Autumn Weekend
Goodwood Members’ Meeting
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
Morocco Tour
Yorkshire Tour
Pembrokeshire Tour
Pyrenees Tour
Scottish Islands and Highlands Rally
Croatia Tour
Mycenaean-Minoan Rally

A COVID restoration
• Right and below right:
opening up! Nick chose
Northamptonshire-based
Marcus Day to carry out the
respray, which, judging by
the finished article, was a
wise choice

A COVID restoration
An impression from ‘rookie’ owner – but experienced restorer – Nick Gasson

I

’ve been a classic car fan since my teens and
have carried out several amateur restorations
on my own, including MG TF, MGA, MGB, MGC
(roadster and GT), a very early TR6, and Mk1
Volkswagen Golf. Only you, me, and people
like us will probably ever fully appreciate the
thrill of taking a tired but once beautiful car and
turning it into something comparable with (and
often better than) what left the factory however
many years before.
An E-type had always been the pinnacle of
my ambition, ideally in the form of a restoration
project and, if possible, a Series 1. I’d followed
the market and expert articles for a couple
of years, read about so many UK cars being
‘patchwork quilts’ of repairs and/or constant
‘money pits’ and concluded that a car matching
my wishes would always be out of reach! Then
the opportunity turned up to acquire a twoowner, very late RHD Series 1.5 2+2. It had less
than 18,000 miles from new and had been owned
for 40 years by the vendor (who could not have
been more charming) as the first of a large and
impressive collection. The car had originally
been Cream, but every inch of it, including under
the roof lining, had been painted red in 1980

• Top and above: the first in a series of ‘then and now’
photographs. Above is how the car arrived with Nick –
looking reasonable in red – and at the top is how it is now,
looking superb in its original shade of Cream

and that’s how I saw it. To be fair, I wasn’t really
looking for a 2+2, nor for a red car (or Cream for
that matter) but this was a rare chance.
Having seen it parked among its many
magnificent stable-mates, and heard about
its history, much of it effectively in a ‘museum
collection’ in Switzerland (hence the paper
‘kph’ insert resting on the speedometer), I was
powerless but to buy it. Bizarrely, because the
car had covered only 3,500 miles during its ‘red
period’, the paintwork almost put me off – it had
some minor blemishes (who wouldn’t after 40
years?) but was not crying out to be repainted.
And, as you’d expect, there wasn’t any rust to
encourage immediate action.
There followed a lot of soul-searching;
would I drive it for a year and see whether we
were suited, or do what I would always want to
do for a classic car and return it to its factory
specifications? Curiously, I felt my mind was
made up for me when the V5 arrived; despite
its four decades wearing red, the car was listed
as white. I think I already knew that with winter
approaching, it was not going to be driven until
the following year, so I went on the lookout
for a company that could strip it completely
and, ideally without breaking the bank, restore
its originality. I received some wonderful and
thorough responses from E-type specialists,
but the most compelling estimate was from the
highly respected restorer Marcus Day.
Marcus does not specialise in E-types, but
he had clearly done a lot of homework about
the Series 1.5 model even before he arrived to
view my car. He was as enthusiastic as me about

returning it to its original colour and wanted it to be a personal winter
project for him, but with me seeing every stage, plus regular photographic
updates (an unforeseen Godsend later, during lockdown!). He was also
highly persuasive in his belief that, with a car in such unusually good
condition, it would be madness not to paint the engine and all the running
gear while the front of the car was dismantled. Duly, I delivered the car to
his lovely home, the drive and outbuildings of which displayed some of his
own impressive collection of classic cars!
That was in January 2020, just before ‘you know what’ happened, and
the car started its journey in a converted stable block, where the plan was to

A COVID restoration

A COVID restoration
• Left, from top: surgery in progress. The engine shown
prior to being removed, then ready to go back in, and
finally ensconced once more in the engine bay

strip it, see what that revealed, what could be reused, and what needed replacing, before moving
the car to Marcus’s purpose-built restoration
unit a few miles away. We set aside a notional
four months to have it completed, subject to
developments (the unexpected!).
Here, and I have checked with Marcus that
he doesn’t mind me telling you, the plan took a
different path. Having stripped the car, removed
the engine and entire transmission (outside
expertise was called in for that), we ‘hit a hurdle’
and it was nothing to do with the car. Marcus
suffered a major blow: his kidneys started to fail,
and he needed an urgent transplant – properly
serious! Amazingly, his wife turned out to be a
perfect match (pun not intended) and within a
few weeks, with a ‘brand new’ kidney, Marcus
was back at work, while proudly claiming now to
be blood, as well as marriage, related to Mrs Day!!
Obviously he had to ‘shield’, but he was keen
to work on a project. My car, having adopted a
new status ‘to the manor born’ seemed quite
content to become the focal point of the old
Stable Block! In turn, I made it clear that there
was no longer even the remotest hurry in getting
the car finished and, having no choice but to
stay away from one another, we corresponded
through many phone calls and updates on
WhatsApp and text.
Our aim, where possible, was to keep to
originality, and that included every square inch
of the paint being the colour specified when it left
Coventry. Through Marcus’s attention to detail,
we were able to save all the seals, chromework
and interior. To be fair, the passenger and rear
seats had hardly been used and the minor patina
that had built up on the driver’s side required no
more than careful cleaning and plenty of leather
nourishment. I took on that task, which proved
highly therapeutic, especially in the worst days of
April and May.
Minor items, such as the cigar lighter and
seatbelts, had been mislaid over the years, but
a friend in the E-type Club kindly gave me an
original S1 example of the former, and SNG
Barratt came up trumps with the latter. And my
joy was considerable when I found the tool kit
complete, immaculate, and almost unused, plus
the jack in a similar condition – all supporting the
provenance of the car.
Then came what I feared was a bit of a bolt
from the blue – and this time it was the car,
though the ‘bolt’ was entirely of my own making!
A friend innocently mentioned some US-model
idiosyncrasies and my mind raced to question
the authenticity of my RHD from new car. I had
absorbed that UK and US cars differed in more
ways than just the obvious ones. Particularly,
there was the ‘closing’ of the windscreen wipers
to the left, not right. You can see that mine close
as they would on an American car. As a total

• Left: Marcus was able
to save many of the trim
pieces during the stripdown process
• Below: one health scare
plus a global pandemic
later, the E-type is delivered
back to Nick

novice ‘on type’, how could I be sure my car was not, in fact, a conversion?
Now, that is no problem if one always knew, but the fear is that your car
is not as you thought, and that then begs questions about the validity of
every aspect. I need not have worried – the brilliant Anders Ditlev Clausager
Factory Original Jaguar E-type book (a Christmas present from my son) put
my mind at rest, but not before I’d had that uncomfortable moment, like the
one you have when opening an envelope from a university or job interview,
when so much seems at stake.
Eventually, after daily attention in its stable for almost nine months, the
car was moved to a proper paint booth and treated over a period of weeks
to eight litres of Cream paint, with days between coats to prevent possible

‘pooling’, before the satisfying part of returning
everything to its rightful place and tuning the
carburettors. It was returned to me in late
November. Marcus fastidiously maintained an
album, detailing the journey from ‘red to Cream’
and I have lost count of the number of pictures
held electronically.
Since having the car back, the weather has
been appalling and the car has yet to stretch its
legs, so I have found myself polishing parts of the
engine that nobody but a classic car ‘nut’ would

CLASSIC SHOWCASE

A COVID restoration

CELEBRATING 60 YEARS OF THE E-TYPE ALL YEAR LONG.

Celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Jaguar E-Type all year long, by experiencing the very best with a
rotisserie-restored example from Classic Showcase. These truly fabulous 1961 examples have been
comprehensively restored to a Show-level standard and are ready for delivery today! Now is your
opportunity to own and experience what only an early first-generation Jaguar E-Type has to offer in beauty,
performance, and design. All four of these XKEs are some of the best examples available in the world today.
Our team has been restoring Jaguar history for over 35 years, and is knowledgeable, passionate, and
dedicated to restoring Jaguars back to factory standards or better, with proven results!

1961 JAGUAR XKE SERIES 1 ROADSTER
CHASSIS No. 875132

Experience the very best an E-Type has to offer with this first-place
show-winning outside bonnet latch example. The 132nd XKE is the
recipient of the highest restoration level possible, and includes all
of the desired Series 1 features, satisfying the most discerning of
collectors. This XKE is ready for competition at the highest level!

1961 JAGUAR XKE SERIES 1 ROADSTER
CHASSIS No. 875169

The 169th E-Type is a show-level outside bonnet latch example
and was the subject of a no expense spared restoration by Classic
Showcase. The XKE features a striking color combination of
Gunmetal Grey with beautifully trimmed Red interior and is a
perfect choice for the competitive classic Jaguar collector!

1961 JAGUAR XKE SERIES 1 ROADSTER
CHASSIS No. 875180

The 180th E-Type is an outside bonnet latch example, and an
original California car. It is ready for competition on the show
circuit, or as a Blue-Chip investment. Regardless of use, this
Classic Showcase restored XKE illustrates why the E-Type has
been referred to as one of the most beautiful cars in the world.

1961 JAGUAR XKE SERIES 1 ROADSTER
CHASSIS No. 875781

This 100-point first place show-winning early example is one of our
most recent first-generation E-Type restorations and has been
brought back to its original configuration per its JDHT certificate.
This XKE was number 781 in early production, and is ready to
campaign, enjoy, or simply collect as a Blue-Chip investment.

consider sane behaviour. I fear that, perhaps unwittingly, I
have revealed the true meaning of the word ‘nut’!
The project has given much pleasure to me and satisfaction
to Marcus throughout a year nobody could ever have
imagined. It has had friends begging for updates and has
introduced me to some of the nicest and most generous
spirited people I have ever met. Trivial though it is when
seen against the tragedy, uncertainty and introspection that
dominated 2020 and has only recently started to diminish,
even so, an E-type has brought joy and a point of focus for a
number of people, none more so than me.
And what now? I hope the photos will be testament to the
magnificent job Marcus did on my car and it is my intention

• Top: having the original tool kit and jack is a nice touch. Speedometer
features kph overlay (top right) – a legacy of its time in Switzerland
• Above: ready to use! Like everyone else, Nick is looking forward to the
lifting of restrictions and the opportunity to enjoy his E-type
to use the E-type once I have ‘run it in’ and the constraints
of COVID-19 are lifted somewhat. In the meantime, I am just
delighted to be able to hear the beautiful sound of a Jaguar
straight-six and to imagine the fun to come. In passing, I’d be
happy to receive advice/guidance at nscgasson@gmail.com
from those (aka the vast majority!) whose knowledge of the
E-type is greater than mine.

Manual or automatic?
• Left, from top: Christian
and his wife have found
both Series IIIs to be ideal
companions for long trips,
and they’ve been to the
UK as well as France and
Germany; taking part in
the Swiss Classic British
Meeting – in Christian’s
experience, the auto ’box
doesn’t blunt performance

Manual or automatic?
Christian C Welter ponders that question via his ownership
of two Series III E-types

F

or our everyday car, most of us have
chosen an automatic transmission
as the way to go in actual traffic.
However, when it comes to classic
cars the preference often goes to
manual gearboxes. They achieve a higher price
compared to the same models with automatic
transmission. Is this disinterest for automatic
transmissions justified? Owning two E-type
Series IIIs, one with a manual and the other one
with an automatic transmission, I can compare
very directly the merits of both cars.
Our manual Signal Red E-type Series III is a
‘Swiss’-market car, manufactured and shipped
to Ticino in 1972 and has been in Switzerland
since then. It is devoid of later ‘US Federal’
improvements and, even on Stromberg
carburettors, drives beautifully. The V12 engine
is superb under all conditions, the cockpit is
perfect for someone who is 6ft 4in tall and the
behaviour on the road is exemplary. Like for
the XK model range, Jaguar managed, in this
last-of-the-line model, to correct the flaws
of the previous iterations. We have covered
40,000km and been to places such as Inverness,
Salcombe, Bordeaux, Venice, Athens, Kitzbühel

• Top and above: both E-types have been used for long journeys across Europe, with
roads varying from wide and fast to twisting mountain passes

and Heidelberg. In the middle of this area are
two marvellous playgrounds: the Alps and the
Jura mountains. The E-type Series III is my wife’s
preferred Gran Turismo for long travel because
it is comfortable, has important safety features
such as seatbelts and headrests, and is roomy.
The ‘covered bin’ behind the seats will always
swallow souvenirs from Sauterne or delicacies
in red. Our grown-up children also love the car.
Surprisingly, the family was disappointed
when, at a Sunday lunch, I announced that I was
considering buying another E-type Series III.
“Oh no, not another Jaguar,” was one reaction.
“And what a colour!” was another. The colour is
Green Sand with Olive interior. It is an exclusive
combination, with only 199 cars made. I
declared it a case of ‘father knows best’ because
the car was very interesting.
Firstly, it had only 10,000 miles. During the
first seven years in California, the first owner

Manual or automatic?

Leaping Cats Ltd.
THE XK SPECIALIST

HARDY ENGINEERING
THE TRANSMISSION SPECIALIST
• ALL BMC GEARBOXES,
DIFFS AND OVERDRIVES
SUPPLIED OR FITTED
• CUSTOMERS OWN
UNITS REPAIRED
• STRAIGHT CUT GEARS
AND LSD’S IN STOCK

• CLUTCH REPLACEMENT

We supply, repair and fit gearboxes for all types of Classic
cars, whether they are manual or automatic. We will
diagnose and repair your own unit, offering great value on
replacing damaged gearboxes with fully reconditioned
ones. We have an ample stock of spare parts at our
workshop in Leatherhead, so we can usually overhaul your
transmission unit or differential within a few days.
Established in 1969 our gearbox specialist repair technicians
have over 120 combined years of experience in gearbox
repair, differential repair and reconditioned gearboxes.

FOR SALE - POA - XK 120 DHC 3.4 1953
RHD • All matching numbers • 3.4 fresh built engine
HD8 2” carbs • 5 speed LT77 gearbox
Frt & rear disc brake conversion with servo assist
Power steering • Electric fan

• Left and above: a perfect pair of Series III roadsters.
The red one came first, and was soon joined in Christian’s
stable by the highly original Green Sand car

THE COMPANY THE TRADE USES & TRUSTS

EST IN 1983 & STILL PROVIDING ASSURED QUALITY

drove 7,500 miles before the car subsequently spent eight
years in the Blackhawk Collection and my late friend Urs
Schmid bought it. He was the author of Jaguar XK 120,
The Anatomy of a Cult Object and an intimate connoisseur
of everything Jaguar. At the gala dinner in Goodwood,
attending XK60, we discovered that 37 years earlier we
attended the same officer school in the Swiss Army. When
Swiss men meet abroad, they always check during the first 30
minutes of the conversation if they have a common military
past. Urs was selling the car after 20 years in his possession.
Second, it is completely original and unmolested. Because

it has spent all its life in darkness, it is in ‘as new’ condition
and drives as such. Even the vinyl top and the tonneau cover
are original and in perfect condition. As a 1973 model, it has
all the North American features and the plumbing under the
bonnet is ‘more complete’ than in the other E-type.
The car has an automatic transmission and, before
making my decision, I had a lengthy discussion with Urs. He
reassured me, saying that because of the strength of the V12
engine, I would have the same pleasure driving it as with a
manual transmission. We have travelled 7,000 miles with it,
driving as far as Saint-Malo in Brittany.
Travelling long distances with an E-type Series III is pure
driving pleasure. The car is at ease on any type of road.
However, the pleasure is the highest on fast roads with wide
bends, allowing driving with speed and flow. One of our best
memories is returning from the Côte d’Azur on the Route
Napoléon. It is wide, has a good tarmac, has relatively low
traffic and is curvy. When accelerating to overtake trucks or
cars, we sometimes had the impression they were standing
by the side of the road.
With formidable torque in the lower-middle rev ranges, my
experience is that most of the time only two gears are used:
third and fourth. This is where the automatic transmission
comes in, because its gearing in third is the same as manual
in fourth. According to figures published by Paul Skilleter in
The Jaguar E-type, an automatic Series III in North American
specification is even 0.3 seconds faster between 0-60 than a
manual car with the same specifications. In a direct contest,
a friend in a manual Series III was not able to catch me on
typical Jura mountain roads.
To me, the pleasure of driving the automatic car is the
same as with the manual. When accelerating, one gets the
same strong push in the back and the same childish grin
when getting out of a curve with tyres close to the grip limit.
Upon returning to civilisation with its stop-and-go traffic, the
automatic gearbox allows a relaxed drive home.
Manual or automatic? This is not an important question
to me. Paramount is the condition of the car. If the better car
were automatic, then I would go for it without hesitation.
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Renowned worldwide for the manufacture and restoration of
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200 not out

200 not out
James Page takes a look back as we reach a milestone issue of The E-type

D

ecember 2004 marked the very first issue of The
E-type. Tony Blair and George W Bush were very
much in power on both sides of the Atlantic, and
earlier in the year a Harvard student by the name of
Mark Zuckerberg launched the website that would
become Facebook. Michael Schumacher won the last of his
seven Formula One World Championships, while a 19-year-old
Lewis Hamilton had his first test for McLaren.
A lot of things still hold true from issue one. ‘We welcome
feedback from you,’ wrote Philip in his first Editorial. ‘We want
you to be actively involved, whether that means attending
events, organising events or contributing to the magazine…
whether it’s a short letter, a lengthy technical piece,
restoration tips, memorable journeys, restoration stories or
whatever. Together we can grow this and share the fun.’
There was also a price guide in that issue that makes
interesting reading. A ‘Condition 1’ 3.8 Roadster – exceptional
or freshly restored – was £75,000-plus, with the 3.8 FHC
£55,000-plus. ‘Condition 4’ was for ‘bright, sound and usable
cars’, with the Series 2 FHC listed at £17-23,000 and the Series
III 2+2 at £15-20,000. It’s a topic to which we periodically return
– over the past few years, club member Jonathan Mitchell has
painstakingly tracked E-type auction results, and his welcome
updates have enabled us to keep pace with values and trends.
By issue 50, the magazine had grown from 36 pages to 44,
and Malcolm McKay was on board as editor. Contributors such
as Paul McNabb and Nick Jacques – who still write occasional

articles for The E-type – had stories that month, and there were long-term
restoration projects from Chris Rooke and John Cooper.
In March 2013, we reached the milestone of 100 issues. Julian Barratt –
then as now – contributed his column for the final page and Simon StantonYeomans – who wrote an article for last month’s Series III anniversary
special – was celebrating the end of his restoration project. As Philip looked
back over the first nine years, he mentioned the invaluable support and
hard work of people who are still part of the team in 2021 – Annelise Airey,
Abi Humphries and Louise Gibbs in the club office, Rob Schulp and Sue
Farrow on the advertising side, and numerous contributors. Plus, of course,
Julie Porter, who Philip wrote ‘never gets the credit she deserves but no
one has done more’. Then there’s the invaluable support of our advertisers,
many of whom have been with us since issue one.
At the time of writing, we’re fast closing on E60 at Shelsley Walsh. In
2011, E50 at Silverstone was the club’s biggest event to date, and since then
there have also been two E-type editions of the Round Britain Coastal Drive.
Add the two that were run for members of our sister XK Club, and those four
adventures raised more than £250,000 for Prostate Cancer UK.
For obvious reasons, it’s been a difficult 12 months or so for tours and
events, but a glance through back issues shows how that side of things has
blossomed since 2004. Paul and Lyn Trill of Backwater Tours have been
running events with us for many years now, and we’ve enjoyed countless
memorable tours with them as well as with Classics on the Road, Classic
Grand Touring, and Malcolm McKay’s ClassicRallyPress. The fact that our
events pages, even in these challenging times, include everything from the
Peak District and the Scottish Islands to Croatia and the Picos de Europa is
testament to their efforts.
‘Now we are aiming for 200,’ wrote Philip at the end of his piece marking
the 100th issue. And here we are, in the E-type’s 60th year, with the Shelsley
Walsh celebrations just around the corner and everyone in the club office as
busy as ever. As we now set our sights on 300 – sometime in 2029 – we’d like
to say a huge thank you to everyone who has helped us get this far.
To contribute to the magazine with anything from a restoration story to a
driving adventure, please email James Page at james@e-typeclub.com

• Above: sparks fly on the cover of issue 133. The support
of members and advertisers has helped us expand the
magazine greatly since 2004

Earning their keep
• Left: Richard’s wife wasn’t put off by the leaking softtop, which deposited rain water into her lap…
• Below: the E-type that Richard acquired for his own use
was in need of restoration and had been dismantled. The
radius arm mounts (bottom) were certainly past their best

Earning their keep
Richard McHowat reflects on owning E-types for both
business and pleasure – but mostly the latter!

W

hen I was working at HSBC in
Thailand back in 2000, I remember
watching the Clarkson’s Top
100 Cars DVD because my wife
had given it to me on my 40th
birthday. He scooted through the first 80 fairly
rapidly, slowed for the next 15, and then spent
a lot more time on the final five. Having passed
the Mercedes 500, Porsche 911 turbo, Aston
Martin and, of course, the Range Rover, I wasn’t
expecting him to announce that his favourite car
came ‘not from Stuttgart but from… Coventry’
and off came the cover to reveal a Series 1 OTS.
His final piece of advice was to ‘drive one before
your 45th birthday’; perhaps because it would be
easier to get in and out of up until then! I should
mention at this point I was a big fan of 1970s
BMWs, owning a 2002tii, a 2002 turbo, and a very
rare 2002 Alpina A4S.
So, with five years on my side and on our next
annual leave back to the UK, I hired a Series 2
OTS from Classic Motoring in the Cotswolds and
persuaded the owner, Simon Denman, to let me
drive it to Basel. It rained a lot. On the M4, most
of it came through a gap between the soft-top
and windscreen, exactly where my wife was

• Top: the two E-types that Richard bought in order to hire out. Being based in the heart
of Devon means that he’s surrounded by great driving roads
• Above: where it all began – hiring a Series 2 and driving it across Europe sowed the
seed in terms of Richard owning an E-type

sitting; it dripped like a metronome at 40 beats a minute – or 50 if I sped up!
Fortunately, she had an emergency plastic mac that filled her lap every half
hour but, with some deft manoeuvring, could be emptied out of her side
window with minimal spillage. It could have been worse, I assured her – it
could have been on my side!
Things were brighter on the continent and we enjoyed some sun
and wine-filled days in the Alsace vineyards, with the car drawing lots
of admiring looks and toots on the horn as we meandered through the
medieval villages of Riquewihr and Ribeauvillé on cobbled streets that
made your teeth chatter and caused the six bottles of Gewürztraminer
behind the seats (we tried to fit more without much luck) to clink
mercilessly until we hit tarmac again. We made it to Basel and then on to
Schaffhausen to retrieve the real 40th birthday present!
On returning the car to Simon 10 days later, I handed him the keys,
thanked him for a great experience (also on behalf of my now dried-out
wife) and said that if he ever wanted to sell the business, he should call me.
You know, as you do.
Fifteen years later, the phone rang. At that point we had returned to
the UK and were running Devon Country Barns, a five-star self-catering
business near Launceston on the Devon/Cornwall border. I had also bought
a garage in the nearby village of Lifton that did repairs and MoTs. Perfect
fit, I thought – a couple of E-types to rent out to guests at the cottages and
which my own garage could maintain. So, I looked through the financials
and had the two cars valued and, although eventually we didn’t reach an
agreement on a sale, I did resolve to go and buy two E-types and start South
West E-types from scratch.
It took me over a year to find two Series IIIs at the right sort of price – a
red automatic and a silver manual – and with a website up and running,
insurance in place (punishing at around £7,000 a year for the two cars, but
there was only one insurer who would do it) we started business in the
spring of 2015 and both cars were out most weekends at £450 a day.
Around that time, a contact at the JEC asked if I’d be interested in a
Series III OTS owned by an 83-year-old chap in Durham who had started
work to replace the clutch but had gotten a bit beyond himself. I say
beyond himself, he had completely dismantled the car and his garage was
a dragon’s den of panels, block, IRS and a lot of cardboard boxes. He had
painted the entire shell and engine manifolds in lizard green Hammerite ‘to
stop it rusting’ and assured me that all the parts were there, somewhere.
Who can pass up a matching-numbers, English RHD car, originally BRG, for
less than £20,000? So, I bought it and gave it to a restorer who shall remain
nameless, for reasons I will explain later.
The rental cars were fairly trouble-free, but I was increasingly having to
work on the silver car. It had six twin Weber IDAs and these had probably
not all been set up/balanced correctly, plus some of the hirers were adept at
flooding them on hot summer days on the Cornish coast, having forgotten
my hot-starting instructions! Struggling with getting them right, I consulted
the garage over the road from mine – South West Lotus, run by Phil and
Kathy Webb and their sons James and Ben. There aren’t many road and
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Earning their keep

EZ Electric Power Steering

• Left, from top: as is often the way, the silver car needed
rather more than a ‘rub back and repaint’ once work got
started. The bodywork was done by RHM Bodyshop, while
South West Lotus took care of the engine rebuild. The
respray was done in a Ferrari shade of silver

competition engines that Phil hasn’t rebuilt over
the years, including the V12, and, after a few
tests, he advised that bore wash in a couple of
cylinders was the culprit. And we all know what
that means.
While SW Lotus were rebuilding the engine,
I thought we might as well have a look at the
gearbox, IRS and ancillaries and, because the
paintwork was poor in places, I took the body up
to RHM Bodyshop in Launceston and asked the
owner there, John, to just rub it back and repaint
it, which was quite optimistic. When you get the
call that says, ‘You better come and look at this’,
as an E-type owner you need to brace yourself.
Rear quarter panel, radius arm cups, floors, sills,
bonnet lower valance; I became acquainted with
accident damage, rust, and panels in a very short
space of time. So did my bank account.
Eighteen months later, after all the panel
work was done and the car prepped and painted
in Ferrari Titano Lucido (the Jaguar Silver was
too ‘yellow’ for my liking), it went back to SW
Lotus. Phil had rebuilt the engine, including all
of the carbs (two of which had to be replaced),
the gearbox and diff were overhauled, and we
discussed options for suspension, cooling,
brakes, alternator, starter motor, etc.
That morning, I had been out in the red car
and came over a hill on Dartmoor a little quick
(that’s all I’m saying), and happened upon a herd
of ponies – about 20 of them in the middle of the
road. I braked as hard as I could, and the calipers
applied themselves to the discs with the strength
of an arthritic hand on a slice of Victoria sponge.
I came to a halt about a yard from the back of a
very handsome stallion. You don’t ever want to
have to use Series III brakes in anger.
So, we put Fosseway six-pots on the front,
fours on the rear (EBC discs and pads), plus their
excellent handbrake system. The distributor went
and in its place is a wasted spark set-up married
to DTA’s engine management system, with the
coil packs mounted on a recycled rain shield in
front of the aluminium header tank, which made
the HT leads nice and short and well away from
the Classic Fabs exhaust manifolds.
Uprated torsion bars were fitted, plus antiroll bars front and back (the sills also had a
strengthening bar when the panel work was
done) and a set of front and rear adjustable shock
absorbers that Nitron made especially. Yes, there
are other manufacturers out there but we had
had poor experiences with their product.
To ensure the Webers were always fuelled,
we replaced the standard pump with an in-tank
fuel pump and regulator. Needless to say, an
aluminium radiator with twin 10-blade fans was
fitted and Evans waterless coolant used. Having
seen the corrosion on the head studs, Evans is a

Electric

Power Steering

Take the strain out of
steering with the EZ
Electric Power Steering
System for E-Type, XK
and more.

The EZ Electric Power Steering unit is truly
speed sensitive and adjustable, unlike most
hydraulic systems, steering light at low speeds
and not becoming lighter at higher speeds.
And you won’t spoil the original look or
authenticity of your classic either. The power
steering unit is hidden beneath the dashboard
and fits onto the original mounting points so
your classic can be fully restored at any time.
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Earning their keep
everyone’s cup of tea due to concerns about
residual acid in the seams, but it does get
everywhere – as does the e-priming process once
the panel work is done. The shell was OK, but the
bonnet was a shocker, revealing large rectangular
cut-outs in the wings, which had also been
welded onto the centre section. We did manage
to cut the wings off the centre section so it could
be reused. It is now nearing completion – fuel
injected using Jenvey’s crossover throttle bodies
and all the same upgrades as the silver car, plus a
neat a/c unit and painted Jaguar Pacific Blue.
The green car is a story for another day and
eventually I had to retrieve it after two years. The
work was appalling and led to large solicitor’s
bills; I might bring myself to share pictures in
another article! It has now been dipped, panel
work completed, e-primed, and is in the early
stages of door, bootlid and bonnet assembly and
fitting. This was going to be my ultimate dream
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blessing, as well as avoiding water vapour, high pressure and boiling over
while stuck in traffic on 28-degree days in St Ives!
Finally, an XJS 2.88 diff was installed, with a Getrag five-speed ’box,
because cruising at motorway speeds in the red manual was deafening me.
Realm Engineering D-type-style rims were fitted, plus 16in tyres. One of the
advantages of the adjustable shocks is that ride height front and back can
be set up exactly as you want it. I had planned to keep the silver car but I’ve
recently had an offer for it and, as they say, cash is king!
At about this time, a friend in Singapore asked if I could build him an
E-type similar to the silver one, but he wanted LHD with a/c, so that ruled
out using my green car, which I thought would be sacrilege to convert.
I sourced a Series III from the US, had it shipped over, stripped the car
and sent the shell for dipping at Surface Processing Ltd in Dudley. It isn’t

• Top left and above: Richard oversaw the restoration of
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this E-type for a friend in Singapore. Bonnet featured cutouts and needed extensive work.
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car but a contact in the Emirates has asked for it
and, having travelled this road for the past three
years, I’m happy to build it and sell it. Anyway, I
still have the red car, which has also now been
fully rebuilt and with a manual gearbox but needs
some body work. It’s at the bodyshop now and
I’m waiting for that call!

Authorised and regulated by the FCA

Caveat Emptor
Paul Abadjian reports on a recent scam that fortunately had a happy
outcome with the discovery of this beautiful S1…

A

s a result of assisting a new E-type
Club member based in Malta to find a
car (thanks for the recommendation,
E-type Club!), I came across a
potentially very nasty scam. My
client Danny found a 1963 OTS, in seemingly
perfect restored condition, being advertised on
the internet by a classic car garage in Portugal.
There were one or two aspects of the listing
which immediately rang alarm bells with me…
not least the price. Advertised at €92,500, the
figure did not in any way reflect the considerable
cost of purchasing a suitable project Series 1,
and undertaking a full professional, and recent,
restoration. If it seems too good to be true – well,
you know the rest…
Also of concern was the fact that the garage
would only communicate by email (in faultless
English, by the way). Any phone calls I made
to them kept on being cut off or dying, on both
landline and mobile. Bit strange. Also, the car was
on a generic German sales site, but not their own
garage website. Again strange. The garage told
me that I was welcome to come and view the car
in Portugal at any time during business hours.
Something completely impossible in these strange
‘Covid times’, of course! They knew it, and I knew it.

• Top and above: this is the Series 1 E-type that Paul
eventually sourced via a genuine buyer in the US. It’s
covered only 30,000 miles from new

Caveat Emptor

Caveat Emptor

• Left and above: decision is currently being made
whether to leave the Series 1’s engine bay as-is or restore
it. Cylinder head has been painted at some point, and
interestingly the car is fitted with the two-key steering-lock
set-up offered on German-market E-types
I kept looking at the numerous photos on the
advert, trying to pick out background clues that
were at odds with the assertion that the car was
in central Portugal. I looked at the garage on
Google Earth, to get a feel for its location. It was
in the middle of the town, and there did seem to
be cars displayed outside, but the images were
too indistinct to verify whether or not they were
classic or modern cars. Oddly, I could not get
‘Street View’ to work for the location. The garage
was in an urban setting, but this did not seem to
tally with the type of location, building style and
street furniture depicted in the background of the
advert’s photos. I always look for any other cars
showing in an advert that are parked or passing,
and which might imply that the car was actually
photographed somewhere else in the world
than is being claimed… and it’s usually the USA.
I ‘right clicked’ on several of the photos to see
if they appeared elsewhere on the internet, but
with no success.
The advert niggled away at me all night. I
knew it was suspicious, but I really needed to pin
it down definitively before stating categorically
to my new client that it was a scam. In the
meantime, he, not surprisingly, was rather
enthusiastic about the possibility of buying such
a well-restored Series 1 for this kind of price. The
fact that it was already in Europe was a bonus.
The pressure was on.
I emailed the vendor to take a ‘walk around/
start up and do driving’ video, and if these were
OK, I would arrange for a ‘local classic Jaguar
expert to inspect the car’. All very tricky if you
don’t have the car in the first place! Something
about the presentation rang bells with me. I
had another go at right-clicking further photos
to see if I could find the same photos elsewhere
on the internet and… Bingo! Just one came up
trumps. The photos had been taken from the
Classic Showcase site in California, with their
name photoshopped out of the Portuguese ad.
Five minutes after I had asked the vendor to send
me the ‘start-up/driving’ videos, the car, it seems,
had miraculously sold…

I have alerted Classic Showcase that their images are being used in this
way and I have heard subsequently from them that they sold the car in
2018. Of course, there is an infinitesimal chance that the car was purchased
then, imported into Portugal, and subsequently sold two years later for an
awful lot less than had been paid two years earlier. Maybe a distress sale,
in difficult times? Possible – but not very probable. The Portuguese vendor
had said to me that they had no idea who did the restoration, and yet the
20-plus photos they had used in their listing were all from Classic Showcase,
with that name photoshopped out of the image. How could they genuinely
not know that?
There are some people who could be very tempted to buy a car like
that sight unseen… particularly when travel is so completely restricted
in Europe. €92,000 is an awful lot of money to lose. It’s a very dangerous
world out there. In the meantime, through the good offices of old friend
Jim Kakuska in the States, we have found my client, Danny Constantinis,
a stunning late Series 1 OTS in Opalescent Silver Blue that has been in the
care of one owner in Illinois since 1972. It has covered just 30,000 miles
since new. Now that is a genuine find! Interestingly, this car was supplied
by Henlys and had a Coventry ‘KV’ plate before being shipped to the US as a
personal import in 1967.
Some of you may or may not remember that around five years ago I
wrote an article about travelling to northern Greece on the trail of a Series
1 FHC being advertised by a garage, which, when I got there, instead turned
out to be a (very!) rural chicken farm. I had done a lot of research before
I travelled, and the ‘vendor’ had seemed totally convincing in terms of
coming up with any detail photos requested by me, as well as officiallooking Greek import documents for that car, each time within less than
five minutes of asking. He had a very professional-looking website, with
five pages of classics for sale, plus a lot of further information about their
service, restoration and shipping services, and a bunch of plaudits from
deliriously happy customers. All of it was fantasy, and the perpetrator was
probably not even physically in Greece!
Fortunately, all it cost me was the price of the trip (fortunately my wife,
Fiona, is a travel agent, which helps) and I was able to subsequently take
down his pages of classic car adverts from a number of internet sites, which

at least gave me some sense of satisfaction.
It is so easy nowadays for crooks and
scammers to set up very credible-looking
offers, using photos and details scraped from
the internet sites of bona fide businesses. The
level of sophistication employed can make the
whole thing look very convincing indeed…
but… please… never send your money off
before having a potential purchase verified
by someone who knows what they are doing,
carrying out a physical inspection of the car and
its documentation. When in doubt, ask them to
do a real-time video walk-round and start-up of
the car, and also a driving video. If they don’t
have the car, your request will be met either
by a loooong silence, or the news that the car
has, miraculously, just been sold in the past five
minutes, as happened in this instance!
If one looks carefully, one can glean a lot from
one of these videos, not only about the car, if it’s
genuine, but also whether they are trying to take
you for a ride (and not in a fun way). One has to
bear in mind that crooks can also pirate videos
of someone else’s car in the same way that they
can still photos. So – use your eyes. If the vendor
is claiming that they have the car in Huddersfield,
and all you can see in the background of their
photos is palm trees and a glittering sea…
it’s probably not Huddersfield (maybe it’s
Scarborough?!). If, in a video, you can see loads
of oversized US SUVs, and American-looking
suburban architecture, then they are probably
not taken in Sicily, as they are claiming.
‘Caveat Emptor’, as I understand is muttered a
lot around Rome.

1963 Jaguar
Drag60 years
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A beautiful E-Type Low Drag which has been completely recommisioned for the 2017 race season. Ready to go!
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1961 Jaguar E-Type - 3.8 Series 1
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Remarkably low milage example in time-warp condition. An original UK RHD car which has been restored to a
superb standard. Finished in Black with Red interior.
Just 5,027 Miles from New. 1 previous owner.
Number plate ‘XJ V12’ included.
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Donington Historic Festival

Racing returns behind closed doors

Roy Salvadori

The British ace and his Jaguar racing history

Silverstone International Trophy
Bumper meeting for Historic Sports Car Club

Classic Nostalgia

Tenth anniversary of popular Shelsley Walsh event

• The Historic Sports Car
Club held its International
Trophy meeting on the
full Silverstone Grand Prix
circuit over the weekend
of 22-23 May. It marked the
first time that spectators
were admitted to the
Northamptonshire circuit
since the end of 2019. A guest race on the programme was
the GT and Sports Car Cup, which attracted a bumper grid of
55 cars for a one-hour enduro. The Jaguar E-type of Julian
Thomas and Calum Lockie came out on top, which gave Lockie
his third win of a busy weekend. The Scottish ace also won
both of the Thundersports encounters aboard his raucous
March 717, overcoming wet conditions for the second of those.
Other winners included Andy Newall in the Guards Trophy,
Cam Jackson in Historic FF1600, Miles Griffiths in Historic
Formula 2, Michael Lyons in the Aurora Trophy, and Simon
Garrad in the Dunlop Saloon Car Cup and the Historic Touring
Car Championship.
• Organisers of the Formula E series have confirmed the
calendar for the remaining eight races of season seven of the
ABB FIA Formula E World Championship. The calendar is set
to include more races than ever before in a single season,
comprising 15 events in eight cities, covering three continents.
The announcement confirms the all-electric series will
compete in Puebla on 19-20 June, New York on 10-11 July,
London on 24-25 July and Berlin on 14-15 August. The line-up
means that Jaguar Racing will compete on home soil for the
first time in 17 years, with a double-header London E-Prix.

• CKL Developments has
announced that, subject to
government restrictions,
it will be running its
track days at Goodwood
throughout 2021, with strict
social-distancing measures in place. The next date is on 22
June, with another fixture set for 24 August. No race licence is
required, passengers are allowed, and CKL has exclusive track
use. There is a noise limit of 105dB. For all enquiries and to
make a booking, contact ckl@ckl.co.uk or call 01424 870600.
• The Classic Nostalgia
meeting returns to
Shelsley Walsh on 17-18
July for its 10th anniversary.
Twenty years since Richard
Burns won the World Rally
Championship in a finalround showdown, the late
Englishman will be honoured with a selection of his cars, while
other rally machinery will include an ex-Tony Pond Metro 6R4
and ex-Colin McRae Ford Focus WRC. Formula 5000 will be
remembered via Matthew Wurr demonstrating an ex-Peter
Gethin McLaren M10B, Duncan Pittaway will be there with his
monstrous 1911 Fiat S76, and the famous ex-Raymond Mays
ERA R4D will return to its spiritual home. The late Joy Rainey will
be remembered via the presentation of a ‘Fastest Lady’ trophy,
and on Sunday the Classic & Sports Car Concours d’Elegance
will return. It is open to all cars built before 1985, and the
judging will be headed up by motoring journalist and regular
Shelsley competitor Simon Taylor.
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Back in action
• Left: E-types go
barrelling into Redgate
at the start of the Jaguar
Classic Challenge. Gary
Pearson came out on top
• Right: the victorious
Tojeiro-Jaguar of
Cottingham/Bryant splits
the Listers in the Woodcote
Trophy and Stirling Moss
Trophy encounter
• Below: E-type leads
Lotus and Shelby evocation
down the Craner Curves in
the Pall Mall Cup

Back in action
James Page reports on the Donington Historic Festival,
which hosted a number of Jaguars in its busy programme

T

here were no spectators at this year’s Donington
Historic Festival, which was held on 1-2 May, but the
event returned to the calendar with a full programme
of races, all of which were live-streamed by Historic
Motorsport TV. The action got under way with the first
round of the Jaguar Classic Challenge, for which no fewer than
32 E-types were entered. Victory went to Gary Pearson, who
took control early and maintained his lead to the end. The Chris
Ward/Richard Kent car finished second after demoting Marcus
Oeynhausen-Sierstorpff to third in the closing stages.
E-types also featured heavily in the meeting’s closing race
on Sunday. The Royal Automobile Club Pall Mall Cup attracted
the largest grid in the event’s history, and included everything
from pre-1966 GT and Touring Cars to pre-1963 GTs and pre1960 sports cars. Roger Wills and 1992 BTCC champion Tim
Harvey qualified second in their Lotus 15 but went on to take a
comfortable victory in the three-hour enduro.
The pole-sitting Shelby Daytona Coupe of Mike Jordan and
Roy Alderslade survived an ‘off’ at the Craner Curves to finish
second, while the Kent/Ward E-type completed the podium
in third. Another E-type finished fourth in the hands of James
Cottingham, Olly Bryant and Harvey Stanley, following the
retirement of the Lister-Jaguar that Cottingham had been
sharing with Max Girardo.

Photographs courtesy
of Jakob Ebrey

Cottingham and Bryant came out on top in the combined
Royal Automobile Club Woodcote Trophy and Stirling Moss
Trophy race, which comprised a mouthwatering selection of
pre-’56 and pre-’61 sports cars. The winning ex-Ecurie Ecosse
Tojeiro-Jaguar had just snatched back the lead from Rob
Smith’s Lister Knobbly when the red flag came out 10 minutes
from the scheduled end of the race due to the Lola of Ben
Adams going off at the Old Hairpin.
Gary Pearson was third in a Lister Costin, while Gregor
Fisken and Sam Hancock won the Woodcote Trophy and
finished seventh overall in their HWM-Jaguar.
Elsewhere on the race card, the Historic Grand Prix Cars
Association brought together two full grids of pre-1966
machinery. Both races were won by Will Nuthall in his ex-Bruce
McLaren Cooper T53.
The all-GT40 Amon Cup is a new addition to the Motor
Racing Legends schedule for 2021, and the first 80-minute race
was held at Donington Park. The busy James Cottingham led
early on, followed by pole-man Olly Bryant, Harvey Stanley
and Gordon Shedden, but Cottingham was soon in trouble
with his car’s brakes. As Bryant fell away with a misfire,
Shedden moved to the front and handed over to team-mate
Miles Griffiths, who took victory by nearly 20 seconds from the
car of Andy Newall and James Hanson.

Sunday’s action got under way with the ‘Mad Jack’ race for pre-war
sports cars, and Richard Pilkington was aboard a 1937 Talbot T26 SS that
had raced at Donington Park 83 years ago. Father-and-son pairing Justin
and Ben Maeers were first across the line in their 1926 GN Parker, long-time
leader Rudi Friedrichs being forced to serve a drive-through penalty for a
pit stop that was below the minimum time limit. Friedrichs nonetheless
finished second, just ahead of the Frazer Nash of marque specialist Patrick
Blakeney-Edwards and Fred Wakeman.
The three Formula Junior Championship grids provided typically close
racing. Christopher Drake won the race for 1958-1960 cars, only 0.7 seconds
separating his Terrier T4 from Ray Mallock’s U2 Mk2. Richard Bradley then
won both the 1960-1963 race and the combined race in his Brabham BT2.

A vast line-up of tin-tops took the start of
the Historic Touring Car Challenge, which
comprised the Tony Dron Trophy, Sixties Touring
Car Challenge and U2TC, and included 1960s,
’70s and ’80s Touring Cars. The Nissan R32 GTR
Skyline of Andy Middlehurst and Jonathan Bailey
took advantage of problems for the similar cars
of Ric Wood/Nick Whale and Simon Garrad, and
a safety car period then enabled them to pull out
an advantage of nearly a lap over the Ford Sierra
Cosworth RS500 of Craig Davies and Touring Car
legend Steve Soper.

The Salvadori style
• Left: 4 WPD (S850006)
as it is today. Salvadori
raced this famous E-type in
its pre-Lightweight days for
John Coombs

The Salvadori style
James Page looks back at the E-type adventures of the British
ace with the Italian name

A

lthough Roy Salvadori is perhaps best
remembered for his successes with
the Aston Martin works team, he was
nothing if not versatile, and for six
seasons he also raced for renowned
Jaguar privateer John Coombs. During the early
1960s, in fact, the tall, stylish Englishman was
often to be found behind the wheel of an E-type,
whether for Coombs, Briggs Cunningham or
Tommy Atkins.
Born in England in 1922 to Italian parents,
Salvadori started racing in 1946 in an R-type
MG. In short order, that was replaced by a partshare in an ex-Tazio Nuvolari Alfa Romeo P3
that he freely admitted scared him somewhat,
and in 1948 he entered the British Grand Prix at
Silverstone in an elderly Maserati 4C. Three years
later at the same circuit, he had a huge accident
in his Frazer Nash Le Mans Replica and was
given the Last Rites in hospital. Miraculously he
survived, but he was rendered deaf in one ear.
Although he returned to racing in the likes of
an XK 120 and an Ecurie Ecosse C-type, Salvadori
became synonymous with Aston Martin during
the 1950s. His time there was crowned by his
victory, with Carroll Shelby, in the 1959 Le Mans

• Top: Salvadori pictured at Sebring in 1958, when he drove for the Aston Martin works
team. He shared a DBR1 with Carroll Shelby but they retired Wikimedia Commons
• Above: surveying the ex-Nuvolari Alfa P3 at Zandvoort. Salvadori also raced this car at
the daunting Chimay road circuit Noord-Hollands Archief / Fotoburo de Boer

24 Hours aboard a DBR1. There was also a notable win in the
Project 214 at Monza in 1963, when he beat the Ferrari 250 GTO
of Michael Parkes in the Coppa Inter Europa.
When the E-type made its competition debut at Oulton Park
in 1961, it was Salvadori who was entrusted with the Coombs
car. After battling for the lead with Graham Hill in the Equipe
Endeavour E-type, Salvadori suffered brake problems and had
dropped to third by the chequered flag.
‘The weakness of the car was the brakes,’ he later recalled
to Philip Porter, ‘which we well knew, but in fact we slipped
up here. We soon found out we were going through our brake
pads as if it wasn’t true and the two cars went back to the
factory after practice. I didn’t know this till after the race, when
John told me, but they had changed all the brake pads on both
the cars but only had time to change the discs, which were
torn up a bit, on the Endeavour car.
‘I had quite a dice with Graham and I was ahead of him
for about two-thirds of the race, and then the brakes went
completely. I just had no brakes. I was pumping, but I think
the old discs had just torn up the pads and worn them out. I
was pumping the whole time. The car was very good; it was
just the brakes. We certainly would have been first and second
without any doubt if I hadn’t had the brake problem.’
Salvadori always kept himself busy, and at Crystal Palace in
May he won four out of his five races – including the Norbury
Cup in the Coombs E-type. In June, he was leading the Peco
Trophy at Brands Hatch until being hampered by a misfire,
which enabled Parkes to win in the Equipe Endeavour Ferrari
250 GT Short Wheelbase.
‘It was going very well there,’ he said of the Brands Hatch
race, ‘which is surprising on that tight circuit, but then the
E-type had a lot of torque. This is the difference I found with
any Jaguar engine. Basically I was 100 percent Aston but the
most marvellous thing about getting into the Jaguar, which
had an increased capacity compared with the 3-litre Aston,
was the wonderful torque. You drove differently. You were a
lazy driver. You’d come out of a corner in third and you had
all the power, you wouldn’t have to be continually swapping
gears, you wouldn’t have to be on your power peak the whole
time. It was very relaxing driving a Jaguar.’
In April 1962, Salvadori had a heavy shunt at Goodwood
in the Coombs E-type, Autosport magazine suggesting he
looked tired and that another busy schedule – four races that

afternoon in three cars – must have played its part. It was,
however, a significant milestone for the car itself, which was
returned to Jaguar and rebuilt around a lighter-gauge steel
shell, with a new aluminium bonnet, doors, boot lid and hardtop. For 1963, it would be further developed into the first of
the factory Lightweights.
Salvadori was back in an E-type for the 1962 Le Mans 24
Hours, although on that occasion it was a FHC entered – and
co-driven – by Briggs Cunningham. The American drove
steadily and kept out of trouble, and he and Salvadori – who
did the final three hours – crossed the line fourth overall.
After the race, the E-type was driven back to Coventry by Mike
MacDowel. It had been driven out there beforehand, too – a
once-common practice that had disappeared by the end of
that decade.
By the Tourist Trophy at Goodwood in September, Salvadori
was back in the Coombs car. Always quick at the TT, he was
fastest of the E-types during practice in 1 minute 29.8 seconds.
He nonetheless trailed four Ferrari GTOs, the fastest of which
was that of Innes Ireland in 1 minute 28.4 seconds, and he did
likewise in the race. Having briefly fallen to ninth at the start,
he was soon up to fifth and was promoted to fourth after John
Surtees crashed the leading GTO.
In 1963, Salvadori raced the Tommy Atkins Lightweight
(S850661, 86 PJ). He was third at Goodwood in April, then
second at Silverstone the following month to Graham Hill in
the now-Lightweight Coombs E-type after they’d both had a
scrap with Michael Parkes in the Coombs GTO.
For Le Mans that year, Salvadori was back in a Cunninghamentered E-type, this time a Lightweight that he was sharing
with Paul Richards. On Saturday evening, the engine in Bruce
McLaren’s Aston Martin blew up at the Mulsanne Kink and
Salvadori was one of a number of cars to go off on the oil. He
was thrown out but amazingly didn’t break a single bone,
although he was severely bruised.
Back at Goodwood in September for the Tourist Trophy,
Salvadori was on inspired form and finished third overall in 86
PJ, behind the GTOs of Graham Hill and Parkes. ‘We were just
off the pace on this occasion,’ he later recalled to Philip Porter.
‘It’s annoying when you’re out of the hunt completely. Also,
we always seemed to lose out on the pit stops. But apart from
that, we were slightly off the pace. It was just so marginally off
the GTOs that it was annoying.’

The Salvadori style
• Left: reunited with
his old team-mate and
rival Stirling Moss at the
Goodwood Revival, ready
for some parade laps
aboard an Aston DBR1
Michael Cole
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After another busy couple of seasons, including being
involved in the early stages of the GT40 programme,
Salvadori stopped driving but became manager of Cooper’s
Formula One team. There he ran the likes of rising star
Jochen Rindt, who drove his last race for Cooper at the 1967
US Grand Prix. The engine blew, and Rindt later said to a
mechanic that he felt it tighten so he gave the throttle ‘an
extra kick’ to take the revs up to 12,000 ‘just to make quite

sure’. Unfortunately, Salvadori was standing right behind
him at the time, and with his good ear cocked…
As a driver, Salvadori had proved that he could win in
anything from E-type to single-seater and sports-racer. He
also survived a perilously dangerous time in the sport, and
eventually sold his BMW and Alfa Romeo dealerships and
retired to Monte Carlo. He died in 2012, shortly after his
90th birthday.
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Barratt banter

by Julian Barratt
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the monthly magazine of The E-type Club

I

think so much of the tone of this column is linked to how
sunny it is on the day I write these words – and today the
sun is shining for the first time in ages. Not only that, it’s two
weeks till E-type 60 and the excitement level is building for
what I am sure will be a memorable weekend – even if it just
because we have finally broken some of the shackles of the
lockdowns here in the UK…
For the big day, we are planning to take our six-cylinder
E-type (50EE) as well as the racing semi-lightweight that I am
hoping to race up the hill on the Saturday. Come along for
that if nothing else since, if my past record is anything to go
by, there will be drama of some kind. On both days, I am also
due to be on a panel called ‘Meet the Experts’ alongside two
actual experts, where we will be answering questions and I will
be giving a little bit of history/background to SNG Barratt – so
please help to ensure that I am not speaking to an empty tent!
As many of you know, 50EE is used as a test-bed for new
parts that we are planning or introducing and, over the past
10 years, this has proven to be an invaluable resource. We have
always wanted it to be a ‘fast road’ spec car – so something
that has a trick or two when needed but is not track-focused
and potentially uncomfortable. Recently, however, we have
made been trialling a product that has caused me to change
my mind…
I have, rightly or wrongly, always felt that power steering
on a six-cylinder E-type is a step too far. The car is a light,
responsive animal and – as such – there was no need for
any assistant to the steering because, once the car is up and
running, the steering is light enough and you would loose
out too much in terms of driving feel vs what you might gain
in parking ease. However, I have been forced to change my
opinion on this. We have recently fitted an EZ power steering
kit to 50EE and the results have been fantastic – not just from
the standpoint of manoeuverability at low speed, but also,
when you are up and running, you can barely tell that there
is any assistance at all and that E-type ‘feel’ is still there. Of
course, it may be that I am getting older and looking for those
creature comforts a little more but, all the same, my mind has
been changed!
In other new-product news this month, we have recently
introduced the E-type Series 1 air-filter housing in a gloss black
finish. Previously, we have only ever offered it as a crackle
grey painted version but we have added the black version to
the range – as was fitted on early cars, as well as cars where

people just prefer the gloss finish, of which I happen to be one.
Additionally this month, I can advise that we finally have
stocks of the Series 2 and III rear lamps – which have been
unavailable for two years. Generally, the past year has had
its challenges but we have mainly managed to keep a flow of
products available despite these. However, these lamps were
caught in the perfect storm of COVID closures, manufacturing
delays, raw material availability, etc, but we now have the
newly tooled version of these back on the shelf and we are
really pleased with them.
These lights have used a lot of the techniques we have been
implementing in recent years to bring products to the market,
and my plan is to bring a selection of these to my talk at E-type
60 to exhibit the standard of some of the products we are
producing currently. Another reason to come along, if there
wasn’t enough already.
Finally this month, I am going to mention a new initiative
I am involved in, which is the Historic and Classic Vehicle
Alliance. There has been quite a bit in the press in recent
weeks about this, so in case you have missed it, this is a new
trade alliance designed to help secure the future of the classic
car industry. There are a lot of myths and misconceptions
around classic cars – particularly from the environmental
side – and the idea is to ensure that, as we edge closer to the
2030 cut-off for petrol and diesel cars in the UK, we don’t end
up unable to use our classics on the roads in years to come.
On the website, there is loads of information aimed at mythbusting classic cars – for example, did you know that classic
car usage, based on the average annual use, is actually less
polluting than owning a mobile phone? Not to mention the
challenges that some in the industry are facing post-COVID
and Brexit. There is loads of info at www.hcva.co.uk and we
will be rolling out more ways to support and get involved in
this movement in the months to come, and I will be giving
updates in this column.
That’s it for this month. I know I usually write from the point
of view of someone based in the UK in terms of the seasons,
and I know this magazine goes all over the world, so apologies
for that. With a bit of luck, we should all be able to do some
travel eventually – though I fear my next Australian trip might
not be for a year or two – so now is the time to get out there
and enjoy your E-type in your own country, which is exactly
what I am planning to do over the coming weeks. Hopefully I
will see you there!
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W

hen you read this – if you
read this! – there will be just
four weeks to go until E-type
60. Exciting but frightening.
Frightening but exciting. The
momentum is building exponentially. The
phones are ringing constantly with bookings –
participants, exhibitors, hillclimb entries…
We are genuinely excited but also sad; sad
because many of our overseas members will not
be able to join us and we will miss you all.
One of those who has just written is good friend Mike Downey in Australia.
A great, long-term supporter, he wrote, ‘Please do thank the editorial teams
for both the XK and E-type magazines for their splendid work especially
during 2020. It was the highlight of a boring month when the magazines
arrived in my PO Box.’ Comments like that are much appreciated and it is so
good that all the hard work of our team – on the magazines, on the events
and all the other aspects – is recognised.
I am just back from a fun morning with Julian Barratt and his team at
Shelsley, where we were filming. It really is such a great venue.
Am thrilled to announce that the prototype Lightweight E, 4 WPD, is joining
us, as well as the unique Egal – the 7-litre Galaxie-engined E-type that was
built in period a few miles from Shelsley, was raced by ‘Whizzo’ Williams and
has been in the States for years. We have genuine C-types, D-types, hopefully
another unique Lightweight, Minis, mods on scooters, Italian Job theme, live
music, Paddy Hopkirk, John Fitzpatrick, Richard Attwood, Peter Sutcliffe,
members of the Lyons, Heynes, Sayer, Hassan and Berry families, a film crew
from the USA…
Sixty years of the E-type and 50 years of the Series III, as celebrated in this
issue. You must join us – please – if you can.
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Up Front
Club News
Louise Gibbs

P

hilip says ‘just four weeks to go’ – a
sobering thought! Typically, planning
an event such as E-type 60 would be
over a period of 18-24 months. This
time, because of the limitations that the
Covid-19 pandemic has foisted upon us, we have
managed it in just a few. The office is abuzz with
activity and a sense of anticipation. You will see all
the E-type Club team at E60, so do seek us out to
say hello – we would love to catch up with you. We
will variously be based on the club stand, the main
gate or just running around!
We are fortunate to have excellent support from
our event sponsors, SNG Barratt Group, Twyford
Moors and Welsh Enterprises. Other partners are
the charities Hope for Tomorrow and Midlands Air
Ambulance, and our media partner is Motor Sport
magazine. Our very sincere thanks to them all.
You should all be receiving the E-type 60
newsletter by email so you can keep up to date
with the various features and offerings but, if not,
just email me and I will ensure your name is added.
Very sadly, we were forced to postpone The
Geneva Run tour that was due to take place
immediately after the E-type 60 weekend. Our tour

Featured Event

E-type 60 Celebration Tour
to Wales
14-19 June 2021
Organised by Classic Grand Touring

• Scenic routes into Wales
• Two superb 4-star hotels
• Stunning roads, beautiful lunch stops, great hospitality
Following the postponement of The Geneva Run (now in
2022), Classic Grand Touring has organised a superb E-type
exclusive tour to Wales. Starting at Shelsley Walsh hillclimb,
you will enjoy driving in the Brecon Beacons, the Elan Valley,
Snowdonia and a special visit to Anglesey Race Circuit for
parade laps. Limited to only 15 cars and filling fast!
Email jamie@classicgt.co.uk

Es in the News
New look for
Goodwood
Revival

partner, Classic Grand Touring, has put together a
super five-night tour in Wales as an alternative –
see below and on the club website.
This month we bid a very warm welcome to
two new Club Representatives: Lucy Arnold, who
is representing the East Midlands; and Robert
Crowson, who is looking after the North East. If
you live in either region, I am sure they will have
already introduced themselves. Their support to
the club is much appreciated.
See you on 12 and 13 June!

T

he organisers have announced a new look for this year’s Goodwood Revival, which returns on
17-19 September. There will be a new layout, new areas and some additional celebrations. The
first corner, Madgwick, will have a new track viewing area within the perimeter of the circuit,
close to the paddock, plus a bridge to cross the track.
The Lavant infield will have a retail and eating area themed as RAF Westhampnett to
celebrate the history of the airfield before the introduction of the Motor Circuit. It will also be a base
for the military vehicles being used in a 75th commemoration of the 1946 London Victory Parade on
Sunday. This area will also have more track viewing, outdoor seating areas with a big screen and a new
grandstand. It will also have a display of the 1960s GT cars racing in the Stirling Moss Memorial Trophy.

Supplier Spotlight

E-centric

Lynbrook Insurance

E-type 60 Countdown

Lynbrook Insurance has been in existence for
50 years – under the same family ownership –
and with most clients having their innovative
bespoke classic insurance (car and motorcycle)
arranged due to recommendation it is perhaps
worth investigating. Quotations are obtained via a
freephone number because the company values
a personal relationship with its customers that
it believes web-based quotes cannot achieve.
Ongoing contact for existing clients can be done
by internet, though.
The policy features are extremely wide-ranging
and different. More details are given to club
members in Lynbrook Insurance’s advert within
this magazine. The company’s principal is also an
E-type owner and club member. Contact them
Mon-Fri (9am to 5:30pm) and Saturday (9am to 12
noon) on 0800 470053.

There will be a sensational
line-up of E-types on
display and in action at
Shelsley Walsh over the
weekend, from the Geneva
Motor Show launch car
to the very last car off the
production line. Other
cars on display will be 77
RW – the first Roadster; the
well-travelled, ex-Denis
Jenkinson Fixed-Head; and
the Roadster that appeared
in The Italian Job.
A superb collection of
art, ‘A Brush With Speed’,
curated by well-known
broadcaster and motoring
art enthusiast Andrew
Marriott, will be installed in
the Black Barn at Shelsley.
It will feature the works
of the country’s best
motoring artists with a
focus on historic Jaguars.
On the Friday preceding E-type 60, Philip Porter and Motor Sport magazine
editor Joe Dunn will unveil a plaque in honour of the late Sir Stirling Moss,
commemorating his first competitive drive up the famous hill. Also on display
will be Stirling’s XK 120 Fixed-Head Coupé, which he used in the early 1950s to
travel between races and tow his caravan.
Information and ticket booking can be found on the website (etype60.
com) and commemorative rally plates are now available from the club shop.

Behind Woodcote
Corner will be a new
‘Make-Do and Mend’
area showcasing
restoration projects.
The Hurricane Lawn
will have an allotment
and the Drivers’ Club
will move alongside
the Earl’s Court Motor
Show and be on display
to the public for the
first time.
A Festival of Britain
will greet spectators
arriving through Gate
2 to celebrate the 70th
anniversary of the
event, and recreate the
scenes of jubilation
that were seen in the
summer of 1951.
For more details
and to buy tickets, visit
www.goodwood.com

Events Calendar
Club-organised events in bold

2021

15 April
12-13 June
14-19 June
22 June
4 July
8-11 July
17-18 July
18-22 July
25-29 July
30 July-1 August
16-22 August
24 August
1-5 September
3-5 September
7-15 September
12-16 September
17-19 September
25-26 September
16-17 October

2022

19-23 April
24-28 April
16-26 May
15-19 May
12-16 June
14-25 Sept

2023

7-23 May

CKL Developments Track Day
E-type 60
E-type 60 Celebration Tour to Wales
CKL Developments Track Day
Jaguar Festival, Bicester Heritage
Goodwood Festival of Speed
Classic Nostalgia at Shelsley Walsh
Suffolk Tour
Suffolk Tour
Silverstone Classic
Portmeirion and Mid Wales Tour
CKL Developments Track Day
Peak District Shakedown Tour
Hampton Court Concours
Picos de Europa
Scottish Highlands Tour
Goodwood Revival
Spring into Autumn Weekend
Goodwood Members’ Meeting
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
Isle of Wight Shakedown Tour
Croatia Tour
Yorkshire Tour
Pembrokeshire Tour
Pyrenees Tour
Scottish Islands and Highlands Rally

Sight unseen
would also survey it for me. Long story short, Nigel took the
E-type to Winchester (in his own covered trailer no less!)
and, while under Harvey’s roof, it changed hands. I dived up
to Southampton and collected the paperwork and service
history, which was far more substantial than I had expected,
and included the original beige plastic pouch, all manuals,
and a pile of invoices an inch thick!
Sorting through what I had bought, the car was a UK
example – delivered new to Kettering. Working back through
the history, I was able to piece together the ownership trail.
Meanwhile, the decision had to be made: do I bring it back to
Jersey and shake it down here, or take up Harvey’s kind offer
to store it until he could start the work? I elected the latter,
and the intervening time gave me the opportunity to trace,
and meet up with, two of its previous owners who, between
them, had had it for 30 years!
I knew from the service book that the first owner was a
company called Saxby and Co, in the Kettering leather trade.
Their works has now been demolished, and a close of houses
is in its place – appropriately called Saxby Close! I can’t find
anything else about them.
My daughter was due to take part in a roller-skating
competition in a few months’ time in, of all places, Kettering!
I knew this was my chance. I wrote to the first four owners of
the car because I had bought it from the fifth. Luckily, Terry
(owner number three) replied. He was very kind and agreed
not only to meet me but to introduce me to the second
owner, who was a friend and near neighbour. With these two
people, I had covered 30 years of the car’s 40-year lifespan.
Terry and his wife took me straight to see Richard,

Sight unseen
James Weber looks back at the purchase and
restoration of his fabulous Series III

I

’d pretty much given up. I was looking for
a convertible Series III E-type because I
prefer the more muscular stance over the
earlier cars. I wasn’t fussed about colour,
automatic or manual – even non-matching
numbers would have been OK towards the end.
But nothing was coming up for a ‘reasonable’
price. Then, one day in late September 2012, a
dark blue one popped up on Car and Classic,
in Southampton. I pounced. The snag was that
I was in Jersey, where I live and work, and my
schedule wouldn’t allow me to get over there
before someone else snatched it from under
me. To get round this, I agreed to pay the asking
price, subject to a local specialist effectively
surveying it for me.
Nigel, the seller, was fine with this, and
then fate played a hand; he left the car outside
on his driveway overnight. It rained. The rain
brought out blisters in the paint. Clearly the car
needed to be resprayed, and Nigel had heard of
someone in Winchester who was reputed to be
good. This sounded like the ideal way forward
for both of us – Nigel would have a quote for the
work to be done, and Harvey, from Pitt Lane,

Photographs courtesy
of Pitt Lane

• Above and left: James’s
car was originally finished
in Turquoise, but a later
owner had elected to have
it resprayed dark blue – and
James decided to keep
that hue during the E-type’s
recent restoration

• Above left and left: what
started out as a relatively
straightforward respray
became more involved
when it was decided to
remove and rebuild the
V12 engine
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• Left: James prefers the
muscular stance of the
Series III to the delicacy of
the earlier cars, and had his
heart set on one
• Below left: the quality
of the respray is clear in
this close-up
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the car’s second owner. Now a very tall and
sprightly octogenarian, Richard was what could
be known as a ‘gentleman farmer’. On 1 June
1982, he had gone to buy a Maserati but was
struck by the lines of the E-type, couldn’t resist,
and bought it instead. At this stage, the car was
still in its factory colours – it was the first of a
run of five with Turquoise paint and terracotta
trim. Sometime in his 18-year ownership,
Richard had the car painted Jaguar Dark Blue.
In 2000, he sold it to his friend Terry, and the
car moved all of 100 yards to its new garage!
Terry kept it until 2010, taking it over to Le
Mans and really enjoying it. In 2010, it made its
way south to London, and I bought it in 2012
from Southampton.
As the restoration got under way, I quickly
realised that, in Harvey, I had found someone
whose mechanical ideals closely matched
my own. So began a rather longer restoration
than I had initially expected, but while the car
was stripped to bare metal, it made sense to
repaint the under-bonnet area, didn’t it? So,
with the engine out, it made sense to rebuild the
gearbox, didn’t it? And so on…
Harvey is pretty sure the floors are still the
original ones – and there can’t be many UK cars
that can make that claim!
Like so many people, I agonised over the
colour we should paint the car. All the paint was
now removed, so I had a free hand… Red? No.
Back to Turquoise then, to keep the originality?
I decided I loved the dark blue, which the car
had been wearing for three quarters of its life, so
we’d stick with that.
At each stage of the process, by way of
weekly calls, Harvey patiently brought me up to
speed with developments. One day, we agreed
that it was as good as any Series III in the UK.
To celebrate the end of what was a very happy
project together, Harvey arranged the wonderful
shots you see here.

Sight unseen
• Left and below: the
restoration work eventually
encompassed almost
everything, but the end
result is that James has
now got an exquisite
example of his dream car
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In a quirk of timing, I needed my Series 2 Daimler Vanden
Plas sympathetically repainted. The car has been in the
family from new, so I knew just the man – the Daimler
subsequently took the E-type’s place in Pitt Lane workshop –
but that’s another story!

Bringing matters up to date, the car is the firm favourite
of our nine-year-old son, Gus. He is learning about engines
and loves that V12 ‘yowl’ the car makes at 2,500 revs. He’s
wishing away the years until he’s 17 but he may need to be a
little more patient than that!

The rebirth of YAG 100

The rebirth of YAG 100
Peter Stanway is looking forward to the easing of restrictions and
a summer of fun with his V12

L

ast year was dreadful for all of us and
let us hope that we can take to the
roads again soon. I spent the summer
and autumn of 2020 shaking down my
V12 E-type after its return from a fiveyear restoration by the original P&K Thornton
company in Nottingham. The reason for the long
restoration period was that I had a disrupted
cashflow due to extensive building works that I
had undertaken in 2016, and the car had to take
second place to a call on my funds.
I bought the E-type in July 2014 on the same
day that my grandson Thomas was born, and I
have a photo of him sitting in the car waiting for
his 17th birthday! It had just over 28,000 miles
shown on its odometer, verified by the relevant
MoT certificates, and had been sitting in a garage
in Hove for more than 20 years until it became
available for purchase.
The E-type was in its original colour of Signal
Red. At some point, the interior trim and seats
had all been painted black over the original
Biscuit colour, which is something that we
discovered when the car was being stripped.
The original Biscuit shade was confirmed in the
Heritage Certificate.

• Top: Peter bought the E-type on the same day his grandson was born. Thomas is just
visible peering through the steering wheel!
• Above: KLM 215N, as it was then registered, pictured at P&K Thornton before the
restoration process got under way

• From top: pockets of rust showing through the Signal Red paint; the stripped body was
sent to Jules Bodycraft and treated to a bare-metal respray; the rebuilt V12 engine, almost
ready to be refitted to the car (the cam covers are trial-fit items)

The car was moved to the original and
renowned P&K Thornton in Nottingham for
full restoration, where it was stripped and
dismantled. The various main elements of body
and engine were sent to specialist restorers.
The body was sent to Jules Bodycraft in Coven
near Wolverhampton, where it was stripped
to bare metal, repaired, and refurbished with
the addition of a new bonnet. It was repainted
by David Gautier at Jules Bodycraft to a super
quality finish – as shown in the photographs that
you can see here.
The engine was totally rebuilt by David Marks
in Nottingham and is pictured at the bottom
of this page nearly ready for installation, with
electronic ignition and trial rocker covers. The
original four-speed gearbox was also retained,
rebuilt and refitted. The car was then rebuilt at
the Thornton’s works.
I replaced the original steel wheels with
new stainless steel wire wheels as part of the
restoration process. Tom Hampton retrimmed
the interior and I reverted to the original Biscuit
colour. Thornton’s delivered the car to me in early
July, when I collected it from them and drove
it back to Kent down the A1 and through the
Blackwall Tunnel.
It was a nice, easy run in the sun on a warm
day, in shirt sleeves with the hood down. I could
get a good feel for the car on this run, where
the roads were clear until I got to London. The
car was a bit stiff but all very exciting and I was
apprehensive, wondering what the traffic would
be like crossing London.
The traffic, sure enough, was grim going under
the Blackwall Tunnel – stop-start for about five
miles in a temperature of about 30 degrees. I was
amazed, delighted and much relieved when the
water temperature gauge remained static. The
accelerator was a bit sticky, however, and I was
equally relieved to reappear in the Greenwich
sunlight with a reasonably easy drive home.
I have tended to use the car to drive to the
golf club and back – a bit pretentious, I know,
but much supported by some of my playing
friends. One who has a red F-type jokingly asked
me not to park next to his car because it was an
unfair comparison. The Captain of the club was
very supportive and agreed that I could take a
photograph of the car outside the clubhouse as
long as he could have a go in it, which he did. The
clubhouse at Royal Blackheath GC was built in
1664 – 410 years before the car!
There was a need to have some emergency
minor shakedown work done before my son
Matthew and daughter-in-law Gemma drove it
on my son’s celebratory 40th birthday jaunt at
the beginning of August. Andy Waters at CBR
Restorations did this emergency work for me and
the sticking accelerator, reverse gear and failing
handbrake were all fixed in good time.
On page 16, you can see the car photographed
outside the Pig Hotel in Canterbury with Gemma
at the wheel. In the 1960s and early ’70s, the
Pig was a lively rock venue and an E-type on the
premises fitted in perfectly.
I then drove the car back to Andy’s for a
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• Left, from top: once
the body was back at P&K
Thornton, the process
of reassembly could get
under way. The interior
was returned to its original
shade of Biscuit

general service and oil change. The replacement
oil filter canister of the original design
unfortunately became a real cause for concern
when the rubber gasket blew twice after it had
been replaced. This spilled oil everywhere
because obviously it was under pressure.
Fortunately, I had only driven about three
miles on both occasions and could stop before
any damage was done. Andy could retrieve me
on both occasions, and we have now changed
the oil filter to a spin-on upgrade, which appears
to work perfectly. This is a cautionary tale for
anyone with a V12 fitting an original oil filter,
where the rubber gasket configuration – even
when fitted perfectly – may not be fit for purpose,
so ‘caveat emptor’ everyone.
My confidence in the car took a knock from
these two experiences, but Andy has been a star
throughout and his assertions that all would
be good proved to be true and I have had some
great times in the car since. One in particular
was when I was invited to play at Rye Golf Club
in Sussex in mid-September. This is an easy drive
from my home in South-East London to the coast,
down the M20 to Brenzett and then on to Rye,
and I could give the car a bit of a go – no speed
bumps or 20mph road signs.
This part of the Kent and Sussex coast
is located in an area with a dry and sunny
microclimate, and so it was on the day, which
was good for golf and for driving with the top
down. We finished our round in the late afternoon
with the sun in its early stages of setting. The
light over the golf course is spectacular at this
time of day and, combined with an unexpected
cup of tea and slice of fruit cake because of the
lockdown, was a magical experience.
The sky looked clear as I got into the car to
drive home. I think that I was slightly intoxicated
from the delights of the golf and the cake, and
was not thinking carefully about the homeward
drive. I had not ventured out in the rain with the
car so far and the hood had never been raised. I
set off and switched the lights on, which was all
well and good. The light faded when I got onto
the London-bound carriageway of the M20, but I
had forgotten to switch the dashboard lights on
and so by this time it was completely dark in the
open cockpit.
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• Above: daughter-in-law Gemma at the wheel of the
E-type outside The Pig in Canterbury
• Right: in front of the clubhouse at Royal Blackheath,
one of the oldest golf clubs in the world
I was then on the section of the M20 that has
been reconfigured to allow a Brexit lorry park and
the lanes seemed to be narrow; the traffic was
heavy with European lorries heading from Dover.
It then unexpectedly started to rain heavily. I
could not quickly pull onto the hard shoulder,
because it had been coned off, to erect the hood
but had to drive on. I managed in the darkness to
switch on the windscreen wipers and so at least
I could see where I was going in the heavy rain. I
had to keep going but I thought that I would get a
soaking – as would the interior.
Not so, however, because, at a speed of
50mph, the rainwater blew over the car. My hat
got a bit wet where the top of it was protruding
over the top of the windscreen and there was a
bit of rainwater on the back of the tonneau cover,
but the aerodynamics at 50mph had saved the
day. I and the car’s interior were dry. And just
as it started, the rain stopped, and I was able to
drive into the Maidstone services to take stock of
matters and all seemed to be well. I could see the
sky had cleared of any rain clouds and so I set off
again for home with the top down and made it
back without further ado.
The car has been with David at Jules Bodycraft
and Andy at CBR over the winter for further
minor tweaks and modifications and I am looking
forward to driving it again when lockdown is
over. I am sure that we are all hoping for an early
end to the pandemic restrictions and to get out
on the road again, certainly in this celebratory
year for the E-type.

205VR14 for MK10 etc offer £99
185VR15
£139
205/70WR15
£149
new 215/70VR15
£189
185VR16
£169 (exVAT)
Plus cross ply and Blockley superior inner tubes (road and race types).
We produce the best tyres for all Jaguar models, and our low
prices are only because we sell direct. If they are not the best
tyres you have ever driven on we will give a refund!

Selling the Series III
• Below: the pre-launch press pack is hard to find these days, but gives a
lot of information on the upcoming Series III. Note that it was embargoed
until 29 March 1971, which, as stated in the covering letter, was the
beginning of the week in which the New York Motor Show opened

• Left: the famous BUY
1 registration, which had
been seen on a number
of significant Jaguars, was
applied to this Series III
• Below: the issue of
Autocar detailing the
launch of the latest E-type

Selling the Series III
Simon Stanton-Yeomans takes a look at the press coverage and PR material
that surrounded the launch of the latest E-type

I

n March 1971, Jaguar dealers across both sides of the
Atlantic were preparing for a very important launch. The
E-type Series III was about to be introduced to a public
who had been given clues but were not certain what to
expect. Most important, arguably, was the V12 powerplant,
proposed to be the first in a family of engines, which included
a V8 version at one time. It would eventually fail to supplant
the XK engine, but it gave Jaguar a mystique which few other
mass production car companies achieved.
In Guildford, Surrey, the famous Coombs dealership was
preparing its strategy. Typically for the dealership at that
time, John Coombs – the famous owner, with close links and
friendship to the Jaguar management – was arranging the
application of the famous BUY 1 registration plate to a brandnew Series III V12 2+2 FHC. The car was Signal Red, automatic
and fitted with painted pressed steel wheels. It was the 97th
RHD FHC produced and was completed on 20 January 1971,
two months prior to the official launch. Otherwise, perhaps
the car wasn’t particularly significant but, to one person at
least, it would prove to be immensely important, because 32
years later, it became my car!
By then, it was something of a wreck, and had acquired
a Tudor Webasto sunroof along the way. I was to restore it,
changing it to five-speed manual, chrome pressed steel wheels

and the colour to Madeira – a later Jaguar colour. At the time,
I did not know anything of the early history of the car; I might
have kept things more original had I known. You can read the
story of the restoration in earlier editions of the club magazine,
so I won’t go further with that story.
However, back to the dealers. Jaguar was very keen to get
information about the new power unit out there. In fact, in
many ways the car was overlooked somewhat. To support this,
Jaguar encouraged magazines to promote the new V12 to the
public and produced a press pack that, while it did feature the
cars, clearly placed the engine centre-stage. Accompanying
this was a superb brochure, dedicated to the engine and titled
Genesis of the Jaguar V12, of which more later. By contrast, the
launch brochures for the car were fairly minimalist, especially
when compared to other brochures of the time. The European
version was printed in several languages, rather than an
individual brochure for each country.
The press pack, embargoed until 29 March 1971, consisted
of a wallet, with details of the engine/car printed on ordinary
paper, plus several glossy black-and-white prints of the car,
engine production line, line drawings, and a painting of a FHC
and OTS, with the V12 hovering in pride of place above them.
These packs were distributed to motoring magazines as well
as dealers, and it seems Jaguar was hoping they would do
much of the publicity for it.
This approach seems to have been successful. Autocar,
for example, in its April 1971 issue, devoted 11 pages (not
including adverts) to the car on launch, but changes to the

chassis are not even hinted at until page eight, and only the
final page is devoted to a driving experience. In fairness, this
was not meant to be a full road test and Jaguar had clearly
done everything in its power to provide many technical
images, including sectioned drawings, production line
photographs and schematics.
In a similar vein, Motor Sport included an image of the
engine rather than the car on its classic green bordered
front cover. The engine is flanked by famed engineers Harry
Mundy and Walter Hassan, in a shot apparently taken at the
same time as an interview with Raymond Baxter – famous to
my generation as the Battle of Britain pilot who presented
Tomorrow’s World. This video is available on YouTube. Inside,
there are four and a half pages of relevant text, with only one
and a half devoted to driving, the rest entirely to the engine.
Road & Track, in the official magazine devoted to the launch,
had a similar ratio of page content, though it at least included
a full cover shot of a white OTS.
The press had been well aware something was up and
the V12 design was rather more than a rumour. Road & Track
had previously published an article of the ‘XKEE Straight 12’;
one of many spoof articles it created. These were normally
published as an April Fool, but this one appeared in January
1971 – presumably because the Series III itself debuted in the
April edition.
All this cheap publicity must have played right into the
hands of the frugal management. William Lyons had approved
beautiful and artistic brochures for the 1961 launch, but there
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• Top: the coverage in Autocar not surprisingly focused heavily on the
new V12 powerplant
• Above: Motor Sport even put the new engine on its cover, with Harry
Mundy (on the right) and Wally Hassan
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are less than 150 words to describe the Series III in the official
brochure, which itself acknowledges that it is ‘different’ and
‘More a picture album, in fact’. The description is repeated in
English, French, Spanish and German. Even the specification
sheet normally issued with the brochure is in four languages.
Alongside this brochure and spec sheet was an even more
lightweight publication of similar appearance, printed on
one sheet, which opens out to poster size and includes the
specification and profile illustration as one of the panels.
Incidentally, all publications include photos/specifications
for the 4.2 six-cylinder version of the car. Autocar pointed out
that initial production monthly estimates for the V12 engine
are significantly less than the monthly sales expectation of
the E-type generally, indicating that Jaguar initially believed
that the six-cylinder version would continue to be relatively
popular. Presumably, in the days prior to the Oil Crisis and
probably with several Series 2 cars left over and discounted
in light of the new model, demand for the ‘six’ was not as
expected and management decided to economise by quietly
removing the option from the production line.
Anyway, given that Jaguar had not produced a lavish
catalogue, it’s not hard to visualise dealers having several
copies of their preferred local motoring publication ready to
show to prospective buyers.
However, all the economy on the catalogues was quite
conceivably a result of extra expenditure on the marvellous
Genesis of the Jaguar V12. This beautifully produced
publication has to be seen to be fully appreciated and is
commonly available on eBay and at shows. Produced by a
different press to the car catalogue and spec booklet, the
brochure is made up of two sections: one is a collection of
pages describing design features, specification, features and
specification; the other opens up to reveal the internals of the
engine, showing its construction on transparent pages, which

open one by one to show full colour sections of the engine,
delivered slice by slice. They start with a view of the engine,
viewed from above and to one side of the engine, complete
with carburettors. As each page opens, the pages reveal
sections through the engine, with opposing pages looking in
both directions and requiring several layers of print on each
page to reveal the full internal details of the unit. The final
page shows a view from below the engine, looking up. There
are four sheets, so eight views are provided.
The ‘Genesis’ brochure was obviously useful for sales
promotion but may have been produced for professional
marketing purposes rather than handing out at showrooms
to prospective owners. On the other hand, there seem to be
quite a lot of these available for sale online and elsewhere, so
there must have been quite a lot printed; perhaps they were
intended for this purpose. Given that the engine was intended
for the XJ12 saloon, E-type replacement (eventually the XJS
of course) and presumably later models, the investment
probably seemed worth it and certainly Jaguar itself hoped
to shock the world in the same manner the E-type itself had
10 years earlier. Ultimately, perhaps they didn’t quite achieve
this, but these days the V12 engine is often taken for granted
because it was around for so long and appeared in so many
cars. This is exacerbated because so many of them became
cheap, second-hand cars for people that could not really
afford to run and maintain them properly.
• Top: across the Atlantic, Road & Track proclaimed the new Series III to
be the ‘star of the show’ in New York
• Right: by Jaguar’s own admission, the official brochure was, in effect,
‘a picture album’, with captions in multiple European languages
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• Above left: the lavishly produced Genesis of the Jaguar
V12 brochure included a number of images of the new
powerplant, with transparent pages being used in order to
show off the internals
• Left: some of Simon’s Series III memorabilia, laid out on
the long bonnet of his own car!

In 1971, the effect of this engine from a major
manufacturer for mass production must have
been almost as stunning as the effect of the
original E-type in 1961. Certainly, the magazines
raved about the engine, although there was some
regret that the E-type itself hadn’t been replaced
entirely. Whatever Jaguar intended, the engine
is assured a place in motoring history and its
launch and usage in the E-type only served to
magnify that effect. While some find the Series
III less attractive than earlier models, many, like
myself, enthusiasts who grew up mostly in the
1970s, find the last incarnation of the car at least
as attractive in a different manner to the certainly
beautiful earlier E-types.
By contrast to the relatively easy-to-find car
brochures and the Genesis of the Jaguar V12
brochure, the press pack is hard to find. Several
of the nicely produced photos come up for sale,
but the relatively ordinary printed pages and
wallets have largely disappeared, also they
were probably not produced in such numbers.
I recently managed to source one of them, after
many years of looking. I am also slowly collecting
the brochures and launch magazines. Interested
in my local, Australian market, I looked for the
local V12 launch magazines but, in March 1971,
Sports Car World included an article on the 4.2
E-type – there was no hint of the Series III. The
first Sports Car World to feature the V12 was, in
fact, a year later in May 1972. It appears that not
all the world is celebrating 50 years of the V12, or
the Series III E-type, just yet!

We are offering E-type Club members a
10% discount on most books purchased
directly from Porter Press.
Simply use code: ETYPE10 at checkout
Unique Edition
Earning its ‘Unique’ moniker, every one of the 25
copies of this edition contains a small piece of the
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Suedel-lined box with a lower front hinged lid as
per the E-type. What’s more, the lid is shaped and
styled to reflect Jaguar’s sixties sensation courtesy
of a 3D printed bonnet bulge (specially produced
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contains the beautifully leather-bound book
bearing all the features of the Collector’s Edition.
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Above: box closed,
showing elements that
represent an E-type bonnet.
(Image created by
SNG Barratt Group)

Collector’s Edition
Reflecting the enduring style of
the car, the Collector’s Edition of
9600 HP is hand-bound in grey
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Above: open box showing an original metal
piece from 9600 HP with the stunningly
designed book alongside the box.
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Part of the family
William Rankine recalls more than 40 years with
his recently sold Series III

Photographs by
Collecting Cars
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ince September 1974, I owned a Series
III E-type, registration number XJE
571L. The car was born in May 1973 and
was badly treated by its owner before
I purchased it. Let’s just say it was not
loved. My accountant acquired it as part of a
company liquidation. He obtained several quotes
and allowed me to overbid the best one to buy it.
Sadly, for many reasons and various pressures,
we parted company last year. It was purchased by
a family – not a dealer – with two sons of driving
age whom I met at the handover. I hope they
restore it gently and have as much fun as my wife
and family had since 1974.
My interest in cars started early through my
father, who, after driving Queen Mary trailers
in the RAF in Northern Ireland during the war,
started a lorry haulage business with an ERF
four-wheeler. He drove this vehicle from central
Scotland to London in the 1950s twice a week.
The very large diesel engine was governed to
28mph. There were no motorways and very
few dual carriageways in those days. The 7-litre
engine was in the cab, very noisy, there was no
heater nor air-conditioning, no power steering,

• Top: William bought the E-type in 1974 and enjoyed a
number of long journeys in it
• Above: practical nature of 2+2 led to the car being used
for the school run

• Above, from top: although the E-type had been given running repairs
during William’s time with it, he eventually decided to part company with
it and allow someone else to carry out its restoration

and 15 tons of castings from a local foundry was loaded on the
back. And no seat belts, obviously.
When my brother and I reached about 10 years of age, we
were allowed to accompany him in the school holidays on
at least one of these trips to London and some local outings.
I remember all the servicing, repairs, etc, and then a more
modern vehicle – a 7.7-litre Albion – was purchased. These
were built in Glasgow, I think, and were a great improvement
on the old ERF.
His first private car was a Ford Consul with a column
gearchange, no synchromesh on first gear, and a top speed
of 68mph. I never managed to make 70mph. By then, I was
heading for university in Edinburgh and my first car purchase
was a Humber saloon, complete with running boards,
semaphore signals and a starting handle. This car was used on
one occasion by Prince Philip, when his helicopter had to land
unexpectedly locally.
My next purchase was a proper London black cab with
lever-operated hydraulic jacks for each wheel! Ultimately, just
before graduating I purchased a Hillman Husky. I cherished
them all. We are now in the mid-Sixties and students owned
a variety of different vehicles, until one of my colleagues was
given a graduating present of an E-type. I had a very brief run
in it and thought, ‘One day...’
My early post-student cars started with a Viva GT, then a
Bond Equipe and an Avenger Tiger, followed by the E-type in
1974. It became my daily ‘take to work’ car, carrying one, two
and then three children to school in Cambridge. The family
cars needed to carry five people and a variety of dogs so we
had large Fords, Citroën Familiales, Jeeps and suchlike, which
were used for holidays and trips back to Scotland, etc.
On the E-type front, on a trip to London with my wife
we parked behind Oxford Street – yes, you could do that in
the 1970s, no congestion charges, etc – I started to close
the sunroof. It went halfway then stopped! Although it was
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• Above left: serving as a wedding car in 1993
• Above: a tiny bit of the paperwork that William
amassed during more than 40 years of ownership
• Left: XJE 571L has now gone to a new family
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summer we didn’t want to drive back to Cambridge with the roof open, so
after reading the manual I discovered a tool embedded in the roof. Access
was tricky from the boot and the ratchet was difficult to use, so not a good
start to our day out in London!
My E-type had its first major outing in 1976, when my wife and I drove to
Sweden. The car was well admired and it achieved its highest speed of an
indicated 160mph on a very long, straight stretch of road in Holland… quite
scary but great fun at the time. There were various trips back to Scotland
with one or two children but never all three. The next long trip was to the
Costa Brava – very hot, no air-conditioning, quite noisy with the sunroof
open and, at 19-20mpg, frequent petrol stops. Lots of local interest in the
car, no problems whatsoever.
We managed to garage the car with the hotel because previously our
Familiale was broken into while parked on a local street. Damaged parts
were available for the Citroën in order to get home, which I’m sure would
not have been the case with the E-type.
A few years later, my son and I drove the E-type to Le Mans. It was a
somewhat speedy journey and we did lose the chrome trim round the rear
window but not the glass. He was quite a ‘quick’ driver but I kept reminding
him the car was 30 years old. Luckily the autoroutes are quiet! I did manage
to get him to perform a manoeuvre to demonstrate brake fade…
My use of the E-type was then only local outings, and between MoTs
the mileage was normally in the low hundreds. On one occasion it failed
because, while the tyres had plenty of tread, the sidewalls were splitting
and were too old to pass.
Since 1974, the car has been garaged until 2016, when we moved 12
miles south to a small village in Essex. Luckily we had a garage and we were
able to keep the car under cover but we were very much in the country,

not in a town. The local rodent population took
a liking to the wiring under the bonnet and
effectively disabled the car.
Luckily, through another Series III owner I was
introduced to EAB Classic Cars in Thaxted. He
sorted it out and at the same time replaced most
of the braking system, which my local garage had
been ‘keeping going’. I have to admit I should
have had things done sooner, but as I was the
only driver and only did a few hundred miles per
year, I kept putting it off and they kept managing
to get it through its MoT.
Between 2016 and its sale, it was trailered –
mainly by the AA – to Thaxted more times than
in the previous 30-odd years put together. All
told, I have had issues with wiring (mice), brakes
(neglect), a fuel pipe leak (hidden corrosion),
carburettor seals breakdown (old age, I guess).
This was the last straw and because of lack of
use and having some personal health issues last
year – now resolved – we decided the time had
come to part company. Very reluctantly, but it
was actually a relief not to have to worry about
things going wrong.
I gave all my paperwork regarding services
and repairs to the new owner and on looking
back I was amazed at the amount of time and
money that had been willingly spent over the
years. The biggest item in 1991 was repair and
attention and respray to the doors and bonnet.
I was lucky that, in Cambridge at that time,
there were various businesses operating in the
motor trade. They generally attended to any
complicated issues, while the general servicing
was done by a small local garage. Computer
diagnosis for cars had not yet arrived.
We sold the car in an online auction with full
details and professional photographs and, as I
said, to a family who will give it a good home.
It needed more TLC than I could afford and a
sympathetic restoration without destroying the
ethos of the marque.
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he programme that led to Jaguar’s
new V12 engine was overseen by
Walter Hassan and Harry Mundy – two
men who had known each other for
many years courtesy of the relatively
small world of Coventry’s automotive industry.
Hassan had started his career with Bentley
in 1920 as a 15-year-old apprentice – he was
employee number 14 at the fledgling company
– and his links to Jaguar went back to 1938. That
was when he joined what was then SS Cars after
the departure of Laurie Hathaway, who had
moved to Coventry Climax. Hassan later wrote
that although ‘the SS engineering resources
were quite limited they still achieved remarkable
things in a very short time’.
It was while working in Coventry that
Hassan first met Harry Mundy, but Hassan’s
initial stint with SS was brief. When war broke
out, he joined the Bristol Aeroplane Company
and there met Phil Weaver – later to become
foreman of Jaguar’s Competition Department.
Hassan rejoined SS in 1942, and was part of the

• Above and below:
two cutaways of the V12
engine, showing the single
overhead camshaft per
bank and inline valves
Images courtesy of Simon
Stanton-Yeomans
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• Clockwise, from left: the
Baily/Heynes quad-cam
V12 in the XJ13; last of the
line – the final Series III; the
three V12-powered XJR-9s
line up for a formation
finish at Le Mans in 1988

firewatching group that also comprised William Lyons, Bill
Heynes and Claude Baily. Between them, they planned for the
company’s post-war future and laid the foundations for the
legendary XK engine.
In 1950, Hassan was on the move again, Laurie Hathaway
tempting him to join Coventry Climax. He would be
‘concentrating on industrial engines and fork-lift trucks’ and
managed to persuade Mundy – who had been toiling away on
the troubled BRM Grand Prix car project – to join him.
Together they worked on a new design of fire pump for
Coventry Climax, the result being the all-aluminium 1-litre FW.
This unit was a huge success and led to Leonard Lee doubling
Mundy’s salary on the spot, and it also attracted the attention
of automotive designers such as Colin Chapman. With Coventry
Climax looking for ways to boost its profile, particularly in the
American market, a motoring and motorsport programme was
approved and the FW was developed into the FWA.
During the late 1950s and early 1960s, Coventry Climax

enjoyed huge success in Grand Prix racing as Formula One
moved from 2.5-litre engines to the 1.5-litre regulations.
Between them, Jack Brabham and Jim Clark won four world
titles using Climax engines, but Mundy had long since departed
to become technical editor for Autocar magazine. Hassan
stayed, though, and was still with Coventry Climax when it was
acquired by Jaguar in 1963.
According to Hassan, Jaguar had been toying with the idea
of a V12 engine as early as 1954, and the idea was revived
by Claude Baily for use in the XJ13 sports prototype. Hassan
tempted Mundy away from his Autocar job – not without a
certain degree of difficulty – and the two men were reunited at
Jaguar. Baily’s engine was intended solely for racing and was a
four-cam 5-litre unit running on fuel injection; Hassan reported
being disappointed that it produced ‘only’ 500bhp.
As it turned out, of course, the XJ13 never did race,
and instead attention switched to a road-car variant of its
powerplant. As Hassan wrote in the mid-1970s: ‘The work that

followed to turn the first prototype V12 engine – a peaky, noisy, unrefined,
500bhp racing design – into the [silky] smooth production design which
powers present-day Jaguars and Daimlers, occupied much of my time from
1965 to 1972.’
Hassan turned 65 in 1970 and feared that he might be forced to retire, but
Lyons had no intention of letting him go and instead Hassan stayed to see
through the V12 project. When it was complete, he and Harry Mundy were
interviewed by Raymond Baxter for a television programme in which they
spoke in detail about the new engine.
A single camshaft per bank was adopted in place of the racing unit’s twin
cam per bank layout. ‘The aim was to have a quiet engine,’ Hassan told
Baxter, ‘a smooth engine, good pulling power in the lower speed range, and
our thoughts on this brought us to a single camshaft per bank, very much
because of the simplicity of the drive.’ Mundy added that, among other
advantages, it also gave a weight saving of 22lb per head assembly.
The use of single-cylinder test engines also led to the adoption of a
flathead cylinder-head design, Hassan concluding that a ‘hemi’ head
was better suited to long-stroke engines such as most variants of the XK.
By contrast, the V12 had a bore of 90mm and a stroke of 70mm, Hassan
explaining that the ‘larger bore gives us room to get adequate-sized valves in
side-by-side under a single camshaft’.
Mundy told Baxter that a cast-iron version of the block was built during
development because they were worried about crankshaft noise or ‘rumble’,
but it turned out to be no quieter than the aluminium block and had a weight
penalty of 122lb. Thought was also given to a V8 version of the engine, but
that was ruled out for various reasons, prominent among which was its
vibration characteristics. There was also the fact that V8s were ‘ten a penny’
in America.
‘We wanted to produce an engine which was outstanding,’ said Hassan.
‘We want to sell quite a lot in America and so we felt it should be something
rather better than the run-of-the-mill V8 engines that are in common usage
over there. The 12-cylinder was obviously a good choice… It’s light, it’s
powerful, we’ve proven its reliability and in our opinion it’s well engineered.’
Mundy concluded: ‘I am sure that, like the XK engine, which remains in
production, it will become a world-beater.’
When the V12 was launched in the Series III E-type, Bill Boddy wrote the
following in Motor Sport: ‘At a time when new British cars lack glamour or

mechanical ingenuity, the advent of the longawaited V12 Jaguar engine in a revised Series III
version of the famous E-type high-performance
car is a significant event… Some will mourn
the change from [a] twin-cam head, the Jaguar
hallmark since WM Heynes introduced the brilliant
XK engine in 1948 (although this is still used for
the XJ6 saloons and Daimler Sovereign and is an
alternative to the V12 for the E-type) and may even
wish that the Heynes/Baily 5-litre 4-cam petrolinjection 500bhp V12 engine which preceded the
Hassan/Mundy V12 in the experimental shops
could have gone into production.’
He went on to conclude: ‘It is important for the
V12 Jaguar to succeed and we wish Sir William
Lyons, his technicians, workers, publicity staff,
distributors and dealers the best of luck in this
brave venture to supplement with a unique new
power unit the successful Jaguar XK engine, of
which more than 370,000 have been made. It is
apparent that Jaguar regards this new car as one
which should appeal to enthusiastic drivers of the
kind who read Motor Sport and that, at least, is a
good start!’
The V12 remained in production until 1997,
when the last of the XJ12/Double Six models
were built, and it was developed into a hugely
successful competition engine. Tom Walkinshaw
took a V12 XJ-S to European Touring Car
Championship glory in 1984, before switching his
attention to Le Mans and the famous Group C XJR
sports-prototypes. As a result, there is a whole
generation of enthusiasts to whom the soundtrack
of Jaguar competition cars is the howl of a V12
rather than the bark of a straight-six. And for that,
we can celebrate the efforts of Walter Hassan and
Harry Mundy.

Me and my Series III

Me and my Series III
More club members reflect on life with their V12 E-types
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teve Wells: Like many great ideas, it all
started when chatting over a beer (or
two!) with a great friend and likeminded
petrolhead. We decided that we would
each buy an affordable E-type with a
view of putting them into good, usable condition,
and to have some fun.
We set about looking at various classic car
dealers to choose our ‘donor chassis’. Eventually
we found a car that ticked all of the boxes.
Essentially, a complete mess but solid and with
all the bits included.
This car was a Californian import with lefthand drive and automatic transmission, and I
bought it in the autumn of 2012 (photo two). The
basic structure was solid, with no rust on the
subframe or panels, but we opted for new bonnet
and new boot, having discovered some twisting
and poor alignment on the originals.
My interest became inspired by the Eagle
Jaguars being produced; however, my pockets
weren’t that deep! And so, rather than keeping
strictly to original specifications, I decided to
follow my desire to include the modifications I
wanted, regardless of the originality police.
The entire chassis was sandblasted, reinforced
inner sills, then it was dipped and coated. Lead

Complete engine rebuild with head skim and new twin SU carbs. New
wiring looms and LED lighting upgrades.
The interior was completely reworked with new seats in matt red
leather throughout, with piano black dashboard (photo three). The hood
mechanism was refurbished, and again sandblasted and hot dipped before
having a new black mohair hood. Then there is all the chrome – a thing of
beauty and finishes the car off fantastically well, and is a pleasure to buff!
When the car was complete in 2015, we had a boys’ jolly to the Le Mans
Classic and the Jag was running like a dream. We had a convoy of a Jensen
Interceptor convertible and coupé, with the Jag leading the tour. This car
was everything I could have imagined and more – noise, smell, power,
looks, it had the lot. It attracted a lot of attention and performed faultlessly.
About two years ago we did another boys’ trip, this time to the Spa
Classic. Once gain the E-type performed faultlessly and was much admired
by the classic car enthusiasts gathered for the event.
We often dream of what our perfect car is or would be, and I can honestly
say this is it. I’m so pleased and proud with the final result. After seeing the
hole in my pocket getting bigger, though, my pal decided to sell his one
before refurbishing it. No stomach for it!
Peter Walvin: Having decided the time was right to ‘go classic’ and
discounted a Ford Consul (I learned to drive in one) or a Peugeot 205 1.9
GTI0 (I owned one), my friend suggested I should weigh in heavy and buy

and metal finish everywhere, before the epoxy coated finish in ‘Spies
Hecker’ high-tech paint.
I can’t begin to tell you how long we spent sourcing parts and specialists
to ensure we built a car that was faultless – or at least in our eyes it was!
I decided to replace the old auto ’box with a new T5 gearbox, adjustable
shocks, and AP racing disc brakes all round. The wheels were upgraded
with new 15in chrome wires. Complete new stainless-steel exhaust system.

the best. So, after viewing and being driven in
my neighbour’s Series 2 in January 2019, a few
hours on the internet meant that later that month
I ended up buying a Series III in British Racing
Green… Oh dear!
After transporting it back to Manchester
(photo four), I spent the next five months ‘getting
it right’. Rob, my trusted mechanic, had a job
list considerably longer than mine. So, a cooling
system overhaul, new Fosseway brakes, carbon
fibre torsion and anti-roll bar, leaking diff sorted,
and new rear brake pads comprised the first stab
at the mechanicals.
Internally came a new leather interior, hatch
door card, and door seals and trims. A bluetooth
period radio was fitted, and a recalibrated speedo
from kph to mph (its first 21 years were spent in
South Africa).
Mechanicals ‘stab two’ resulted in new
adjustable shock absorbers all round, stainless
steel manifolds and exhaust, new SU carburettors
because the Strombergs were too troublesome,
plus lots of other sundry bits, and that brings us
up to date (photo five).
Now the jobs I did: fitted a new screen washer
bottle, rubber splash guards to the front wheels,
fitted 50 percent of the passenger grab handle
(the easy half), and lots and lots of polishing.
I’m currently entering my third year as
custodian and looking forward to some dry
weather and the 60th anniversary meeting this
June. Cost – yes; as I can’t swing a spanner,
and when I do something usually goes wrong.
However, the pleasure we get (my brother and
I) from driving and the smile that stays with you
makes it a privilege to own such a car.
Stand-out journeys: the first was our trip to
Elvington for a track day driving five modern
supercars. His view was the best one that day was
driving the E. The second was to a local owner’s
club meeting organised by Richard Eaton, our
Club Rep. We broke down after the cooling fans
packed in due to a broken earthing wire. It was
fixed by a Jaguar specialist who joined us that
day with his car full of tools; at least we made it
to the pub for lunch.
Head turning, for sure. Enjoyment – 100
percent, despite the cost (who cares?!). Cheers,
BPA 242K – looking forward to having a party to
celebrate 50 years in November.

Me and my Series III
INTRODUCING E-TORQUE’S NEW CYLINDER HEAD IN KIT FORM FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME

Alastair Duke: I’ve owned my V12 Series III since
2005. The car is packed with Eagle reliability mods
– Eagle Engineered #18. I told Henry Pearman I
wanted to use the car to go to the dentist! Well,
35,000 miles later, the car is still running like a bird
and I haven’t missed a dental appointment…
What a magnificent car, a real joy to own and
drive. The V12 2+2 is so convenient for short and
long-distance travel, accommodating golf clubs
and luggage, and the occasional grandchild on a
school run.
Memorable runs have included a couple of
Le Mans Classics, including the pre-race burnup round the circuit; two Round Britain Coastal
Drives – the West of England and the Scottish
‘up and over’ (a week doesn’t go by when I don’t
think about happy memories from that trip); and
numerous years attending the Prescott hillclimb
(photo six) annual classic car event, the most
memorable run being when Stirling Moss (photo
seven) drove my E-type up the hill.
Bob Hilder: I’ve owned E-types for many years.
The first one I found in Spain was a RHD 2+2, British
registered, which the owner was going to restore.
I agreed a price and the car came across the
Channel on a transporter. A local garage carried out
extensive mechanical work for 18 months, then it
went on to be painted the original Primrose Yellow.
I traded in that car for my beautiful 1974 V12
Roadster JPM 855N (photo eight), which was first
registered at the Federated Motor Company Co,
Singapore. I have all the import documents from
when it was purchased by Steven Langton Ltd of
Hookwood, Surrey, in November 1987. They sold
the car to a gentleman in Cranleigh, who owned
it until 2014. I purchased it in early 2015. There
is extensive history from 1988, all the original
manuals, MoT certificates, tax discs, etc. Unusually,
it has air-conditioning.

In either single or Twin Spark™ configuration, E-Torque’s
E
new XK Cylinder Head can add 100 hp or even more.
In 3.8 Litre Form – You get the E-Torque Head Kit and a set of
Carrillo pistons that adapt the new head’s combustion chambers
Carrillo™
to the old bore spacing of the 3.8 Litre block.
In 4.2 Litre Form – You get the E-Torque Head Kit alone with 4.2
Litre Carrillo™ pistons as an option. The Carrillo™ pistons are
optimized to the exact shape of the EE-Torque Head’s combustion
chamber to provide the smallest “squish area”. The stock 9:1
piston will provide a 10:1 compression ratio and will also work
very well. This kit has larger 1.950” intake valves.
In 4.7 Litre Form – You get the E-Torque Head Kit with 4.7 Litre
Carrillo™ pistons since standard pistons will not work for this
application. Due to the longer stroke, 4.7 Litre pistons have
smaller domes. All pistons can be ordered in any compression
ratio and are fit to the block’s bore diameter and deck height.
Options – CNC porting to intended displacement, installed valve
seats & guides, Twin Spark™ Ignition, cam blanks and race parts.

For more information, please contact us by email at Enquiries@e-torque.com or visit our website at www.e-torque.com/
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Me and my Series III

Original Jaguar E-type

When I first had the car, it kept breaking
down. A new fuel pump was fitted but the
same intermittent problem occurred. There is
a local V12 specialist in Worthing at Sovereign
Motors, who eventually found a bare wire in
the boot that was shorting out the fuel pump.
It now runs beautifully and is in first-class
condition. The mileage shown is 31,852. I’ve
tried to gain the history from Singapore but
have had no luck. The car has always been
RHD. I also have a beautiful 1964 Series 1
first owned by Davey Jones of The Monkees
– Opalescent Maroon with Beige interior, and
registered BPF 3B (photo nine).

Restorers’ and enthusiasts’ guide to 3.8, 4.2 and V12
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by Malcolm McKay

David MacFarlane: I bought this 1973 Jaguar
E-type Series III V12 roadster (photo 10) in
April 2016 as a retirement gift to myself. It
complements a red 1962 E-type FHC (no 212
manufactured) and a grey 1966 4.2 FHC.
A car dealer friend saw this V12
advertised in March 2016 and requested
more photographs. It belonged to the
Managing Director of BAS International – the
Jaguar trim specialist in South Wales – and
he had bought it from a customer who
wanted the upholstery tidying up. The trim
was originally navy and the interior was
expertly reupholstered (photo 11), together
with a new hood and cover. The new colour
is Biscuit / Cream and was an original E-type
trim option colour.
I do not use the car very much but it
always gets wonderful compliments from
every sighting when I do. A truly iconic,
beautiful legend.

The Jaguar E-type is considered by many to be Britain’s finest sports car, and has
won innumerable accolades for style, performance and engineering. The car’s
original specification, and the changes that Jaguar made during production, are
fascinating for the detail they reveal of the engineering and sales challenges that
the car faced – for many owners and enthusiasts they are crucial to every E-type’s
historical integrity. This beautifully produced book contains a wealth of accurate
information and detailed photographs, gleaned from extensive research, to
enable the originality of any production E-type – Series 1, 2 or 3 – to be
established, providing an invaluable reference resource for E-type owners,
restorers and enthusiasts.
The Classic Edition is signed by Malcolm McKay, if bought from Porter Press.
Classic Edition: £65

E-TYPE CLUB
MEMBER OFFER

We are offering E-type Club members a 10% discount
on most books purchased directly from Porter Press.
Simply use code: ETYPE10 at checkout

Collector’s edition
Crafted in a classic colour combination of anthracite and silver with
quarter-binding in red leather, this edition is truly collectible. Housed in
a matching anthracite colour slipcase with bold red lettering, Original
E-type Collector’s Edition is limited to 100 units, each signed by author
Malcolm McKay and renowned Jaguar historian Philip Porter.
Collector’s Edition: £395 (made to order)
Discount does not apply to this edition

Visit our website for the full
range of Jaguar titles and
other Porter Press books.

+44 (0)1584 781588 sales@porterpress.co.uk www.porterpress.co.uk
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Extensive work in 2020, including five-speed gearbox. Original right-hand drive, UK registered car.
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Butlin & Sons Classic Cars
Jaguar E-Type Specialists

Full or part restorations
Roadster Conversions
Full Bodyshell sandblasting
Bodywork/paintwork/accident repairs
Servicing, repairs, and engine tuning
Engine rebuilds and mechanical
overhauls
● Upgrades / fast road conversions /track
day preparation
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dear Philip,
I wonder if it would be possible for you to publish a plea for information in the
E-type magazine. Registration SJX 293 is my S1 FHC, built in July 1963 (first
registered in August), Opalescent Maroon metallic with red interior, supplied
by Hoffmans of Halifax. I have my car’s history from 1969 but would like to go
back further. I now believe the first owner was a Mr T Melling of Southport.
I would dearly like to find owners/images of the car pre-1969 especially the
first owner. Please find attached a photo [top] that was taken about 35 years
ago when I bought the car. It was then maroon, but not opalescent. When
taken back to bare metal during restoration, it had been green then orange. If
you could assist in any way, I would be most grateful.
Charles Crowe
Dear Philip,
I have sent you by separate emails a couple of photographs of my new
Lightweight E-type creation [above right]. It has only taken nine years and,
as you can see, is a tribute to 4 WPD. The car was created by that superb New
Zealand restoration company Coventry Classics in Duneden, and the final
engine tuning was done by Paradise Garage in Sydney, again a top specialist
in Jaguars.
May I wish you and all the team the very best for a great E60 and I look
forward to seeing the event photos in the July or August magazine.
Mike Downey

For anything E-Type please contact us first
Swadlincote Derbyshire

01283 212417

www.ButlinClassicCars.co.uk

Dear Jaguar friends in the United Kingdom,
It is with great sadness that we have learned of the
death of His Majesty Price Philip and would like to
share with you our great sympathy and sadness.
We feel with you that the UK and the world have
lost a great personality.
We are extremely sorry that we cannot come
to the E-type 60 meeting because of the Covid-19
restrictions.
Manfred and Peter with all German Jaguar
friends

Modern Reliability —Classic Enj oyment
Performance Brake Upgrades

Dynator Conversions

Aluminium Radiators

High Torque Starters

Silicone Coolant Hoses
Cooling Fan Kits
Classic Car Batteries

Wire Wheel Balancing Kits

01386 426 249
Blockley | Glos. | England

Output Alternators
Confirmation /High
amendments
by Email, Tel or Fax should be addressed t

Ian Muttucumaroe Jaguar Enthusiast
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Barratt banter

T

by Julian Barratt

his month, I am going to start with a bit of a
niche quote and say that ‘some days you are the
windshield and some days you are the bug’. And
April 2021 has been a windshield month for sure.
After a long, hard year when it seemed as if every
exciting thing in the diary was either getting cancelled or
postponed, a couple of things came to fruition over the past
month that had long been planned!
For those of you that either follow us on social media or
are the recipients of our weekly emails (and I would urge you
to sign up because there are some great nuggets in there),
you may have noticed that we try to lead with a good photo
or two. We have a good library of photos but, to keep things
fresh, we always need more and 2020, with its lack of any
kind of event, was not a fertile producer of good photography.
So, we decided to rent the hillclimb course and paddock at
Shelsley Walsh and take a load of photographers and a drone
and get plenty photos that we can use for the future. From our
perspective, this doesn’t mean just photos of the cars because
we have to try to illustrate the parts too. Showing components
in photos is the real challenge because, while the cars always
look great, not all of the parts are as aesthetically pleasing and
so we challenge our photographers to ‘make parts sexy’, which
usually has mixed results.
Of course, in order to get the shots we needed for the
future, we required more cars than we have in our fleet and
also a few drivers to get them up or down the hill. As well as
working with the likes of E-type Club members, we also deal
with all the major restorers and garages, not just here in the
UK but around the world, so we were very grateful for their
support in providing a few cars for the day to make sure we
had all Jaguar bases covered.
In terms of drivers, that was a bit easier and there was many
a willing hand from the SNG Barratt crew who were happy to
be on hand to pilot the cause. I was among those happy to be
there and I did a number of runs up the famous tarmac, both
at a leisurely speed and pressing on a bit!
It was a huge pleasure to spend the day there and, for those
who have seen any of the video content I did with Philip that
day to help publicise the upcoming E60 event, you will see
that we had the perfect day for it, so much so that the palerskinned of the SNGB crew were requiring liberal applications
of sunscreen to keep from burning. Even my racing E-type
managed to get up the hill without any kind of drama and I am
hopeful that with a bit more TLC before the big day in June,

that it will run without any further issues!
Of course, I am not going to mention Shelsley and E60
without saying that, if you aren’t already signed up, please do
try to come along. At SNG Barratt we are really excited about
doing our first event in over a year and the location for E60 is
not only iconic, it’s also a great place to act as the first event
back because it has the heritage and style without being
a huge venue. There are masses of different things to see,
both on the track itself and around the paddock and field, as
well as loads of exciting cars and special guests. Personally,
I have been lined up to be interviewed on one of the days so
do please come and see that, and don’t be afraid to ask me
questions – I always welcome all input and feedback, and I
appreciate I am not a big name, so all the support I can get
would be appreciated!
The recent photo day was also the first chance I had to
drive a couple of new additions to our stable, neither of which
are E-types, but I figure that club members tend to be general
enthusiasts rather than just E-type. Both new cars will be on
our stands over the E60 weekend, so if you want to find out
what they are, you’ll have to come along yourself.
It’s been a great few weeks as well from a parts point of
view, because we have had a number of items either come
to the end of development or back in stock after a period of
absence. The most notable is our range of E-type fuel tanks,
which are now back in stock. These are black powder-coated
but also feature galvanised internals for improved longevity.
This month, we should also finally see the new production
of the rear light for E-type Series 2 and III, which have been out
of stock for well over a year. These have been one of the few
parts that been heavily affected by the COVID situation, with
a process supplier local to us being out of action for much of
the past year, but we have brand-new tooling complete and
are hopeful of stocks in May 2021 – just in time to head over to
Shelsley Walsh.
Finally this month, I want to let you know of a new email
address we have here at SNG Barratt – ideas@sngbarratt.
com. The concept is that we have an email address for our
customers to use and send over ideas for new products that
we can look at making. Perhaps they’re not available currently,
or the currently available versions are not up to expectations.
We launched this email a few weeks ago and the response
has been amazing, but we are always open to more ideas,
so do get in touch – or else come and tell us in person in the
Worcestershire countryside in June.

